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2004 Yearbook Dedication
2 Dedication
For an unprecedented third time, Jim Greeley has been chosen for the
Merrimack College Yearbook dedication. This is not a surprise to those who
have known Jim over his many years of service to the college, and have
observed his unwavering commitment and love. He began his life at
Merrimack as a student, culminating his studies by being named Valedictorian
of his class. Beyond his academic success, Jim began a lifelong dedication to
those around him with numerous leadership roles on campus and a friendship
base that lasts to this day. It is not by chance that those who met Jim as a
student still call him a friend. He continues to stay in touch with them offering
all that a friend should.
Jim's professional career took him on many paths, some of them at
Merrimack in different capacities. As Director of Student Activities, he helped
bring about a diverse and lively life for students along with nurturing many in
responsible roles on campus as advisor to the Student Government
Association. This was not the only area that he advised, but one that helped
many students mature and view Merrimack from a broader perspective. From
there he traveled, and traveled he did, to the Admission Office and assisted
many in making the decision to attend Merrimack. While his heart was always
in the admission profession, his caring nature took over once again with a new
position as Director of Alumni. With his vast connections to the thousands of
students who had graduated, his expertise was well tapped by Merrimack, and
our alumni had high praise for his hard work and outstanding opportunities to
gather again as loyal supporters.
While he embarked on a new career path in sales, one that was met with
great success, he returned to Merrimack in 1997 as Director of Career services
and Cooperative Education, the position that he holds today. In this capacity,
his dedication to the students of Merrimack continued as it had previously, but
with the added advantage of his own career hiatus outside of the college. With
this came a new era in placement at Merrimack with graduates experiencing
many new opportunities to set their own career path and achieve great success.
This dedication highlights a small portion of what Jim Greeley has
contributed to the history and success of Merrimack College. He is
unwavering in his intent to make the college and the students the best that
they can be. For this reason, it is most fitting that he be honored with the 2004
Merrimack Yearbook dedication.
Mary Lou Retelle
Dedication 3
President Richard Santagati
Dear Members of the Merrimack Class of 2004:
Congratulations on your graduation from Merrimack College. This
yearbook you hold captures a moment of time in your lives- a brief, but
important reflection on your life as a student here. I hope it has been
more than you ever imagined.
During your time at Merrimack, you had many accomplishments, both
personally and as part of our community. Your day-to-day academic
and social activities are small pieces that comprise a larger, richer
whole. When you put them together, you realize that you leave
Merrimack with more than your degree. You leave here with
knowledge and insight, the wisdom that comes from your experiences,
a direction to live your life based on values in the Augustinian
tradition, and deep friendships which you will value for the rest of
your life.
You have been an important part of making Merrimack College what
it is today. I thank you for your contributions to our college. Each of
you in some way has enriched the experience for all of us. I hope you
will return to campus often in the years to come.
Your spirit of determination and commitment to excellence reflects
well on Merrimack and will carry you far on your journey through life.
As you move on to new adventures and challenges in your lives,
embrace and capture the many moments you will experience as you
develop your careers, and contribute to making society a better place.
I wish you much success in your life, both professionally and
personally. God bless.
Sincerely,
Richard J. Santagati
President
A Message from Michael Narbut
his is my fourth year working with the
talented staff of the Merrimackan Yearbook.
As a business major specializing in Marketing, I
am c u r rent ly i n t he work/st udy programW hen I am nc
i n classor i ntern i ng at Tact icia n Cor p, I am busy photo-
graph i ng ed it i ng a nd resea rch i ng t he latest gea rand
tech n iques. Ma ny ofyou who a re read i ng this probably
see me wit h a ca mera at spor t i ng event s a nd act iv it ies on |
campu s. I i ntend to cont i nue with my i nter nsh ip a nd
posit ion at t he yea rbook next yea r.
As a team I feel each of uscontributed to bring
Merrimack the finest quality yearbook possible. Th is is
ou r second year feat u r i ng a fu 1 1 color book. I am very
happy wit h t he look a nd feel of t h is yea r’s book,
i nclud i ng t he cover, i ncor porat ion of t he t heme, a nd qua 1 ity ofeach sect ion. It t r u ly ta kes a
team effor t to br i ng you a qua 1 ity yea rbook from i ncept ion to del ivery a nd I ca n not t ha n k
ou r sta ffenough for t hei r persevera nee.
I am t ha n k fu 1 to have worked wit h a n excel lent Ed itor-i n-Ch ief a nd adv isor—A nd rea
Mer r i 1 1 a nd Kev i n Sa lem me. They were a 1way s ava i lable to a nswer ou r quest ions a nd g u ide
us through hectic times. And rea was an inspiration to usall to get our pages in before
dead 1 i nes a nd especia 1 ly when we were told by t he col lege to cut 50 pages from ou r book
du r i ng t he sum mer. A nd rea, I w ish you success i n a 1
1
you r futu re endeavors. Keep sm i 1 i ng.
k now you w i 1 1 reach you r goa 1 s.
joi n i ng t he yearbook was one of t he best decisions I made at Mer r i mack. I f I had not joi ned
I wou Id never have d i scovered my i nterest a nd ent hu siasm for photography a nd graph ic
design. Running the yearbook is in many ways similar to running a small business. While
we have support from t he col lege, we a re responsible for publ icity, ra isi ng money, recru it i ng
designat i ng jobs, work i ng w it h photog raphy stud ios, week ly meet i nga training
newcomers, a nd del ivery. As a bu si ness major t he yea rbook has helped me u ndersta nd
f i rst ha nd t he va r ious layers of a n orga n i zat ion. Most i mpor ta nt ly, t he yea rbook has helped
st rengthen my abi 1 ity to work toget her for a sha red goa 1 wh i le i mprov i ng my
communication skills.
Aga i n I wa nt to t ha n k ou r ent i re sta ff for t hei r ha rd work a nd ded icat ion to ou r
yearbook. Without your support this yea rbook would not be possible.
A Message From the Editor-In-Chief
7ts bard to beli&e that 7am Writing this message beeaase that Would mean that my time at
-Merrimacf is coming to an end.
I These pastfour years bribe flown by. Jt has definitely been afun and exciting experience.
; 7 bribe been on tbe TMerrimacfan yearboof staffforfour years. 7 bribe enjoyed the position of £ditor-fJn-(fhief. U can 't say that it
has been easy, but it Was definitely challenging and rewarding in tbe end. 7 bribe learned a lot by being on tbe yearboof staff. -7 bribe
met many new people along tbe way and each one has inspired me in a different Way. The staff of tbe 2004 yearboof has been truly
\amafng and has risen to tbe occasion ofproducing tbe best possible yearboof 7am extremely proud of this yearboof especially since it
fs tbe second color hoof in tbe history of-TbCerrimacf (‘o/lege.
7n 2000, When tbe majority of tbe graduating seniors started at -Nerrimacf who Would bribe fnoWn that there Would bribe been lots
lofadbentures, challenges, and good times that We bribe all shared, briberyday our libes are changing, but with ebery day comes a new
memory. 7fere's to tbe theme of memories in motion. 7 hope that this 54th edition of the •J)(errimacfan has captured many memories
throughout tbe year.
zAdrienne- Tbanf youfor your dedication and commitment to tbe yearboof l'ou Were always there with your ideas and ready to Worf
on tbe next project. Ton are definitely as asset to this organization, (food lucf next year on tbe jjtb edition! Janelle Gf jfristen- 'll ’e
bribe definitely had a lot ofgreat times! Tbanf you for a/l ofyour bard Worf and dedication with tbe yearboof (fongratulations and
good lucf with all ofyourfuture enderibors. -Tdrife- Tbanf you for alt ofyour help. 1 'ou did a fantasticjob on the sports section! Ton
are definitely a greatphotographer and 7 greatly appreciate you always being there to tafe pictures when We needed (bents tribered.
(food lucf next year. 7 fnoW that you will do a greatjob! fMatt- Tbanf you so much for Worfing so diligently on tbe yearboof.
' especially the -Ads to (frads section. Ton Were always there ready and willing to help with tbe yearboof in any Way that you could.
Tour efforts bribe been greatly appreciated! (fbristina ff., (fbristina T., Tfatie Tf> fen- Titanf you so much for all of your bard Worf
this year. 7 bribe really enjoyed Wording and getting to fnoW each of you. zAll ofyour efforts bribe been greatly appreciated, (food lucf
with tbe yearboof next year. Tfelly- 7 can 't tbanf you enough for all tbe Woif you did in tbe end. "When time became a prioity, you
jumped right in and did an awesomejob with your pages! Tffbin Jfalemme- We made it through tbe year! 7 'on are an awesome
adbisor. Tbanf you for always being there to help answer all ofmy questions and to find solutions to our minor setbaefs. 7 'on Were
always able to mafe any situation seem better than it actually Was. 7'ou definitely brought a lot oflaughs andgood times to our meetings,
(food lucf on tbe 2005 yearboof ..7 fnow it will be great! 7t can only get easier after this! Jim (freeley- Ton arc awesome and 7
i cannot tbanf you enough for (berything that you bribe done this year. This has been a transition year between adbisors and you bribe
dedicated more time, effort, and energy into this yearboof than Would babe eber been expected. You Were always there ready and willing
to be/p mafe this yearboof process run as smoothly as possible. Tben when We came across some challenges, you Were always there with a
positibe attitude and a smile, which Would always mafe me feel better about tbe situation. Congratulations on tbe 2004 yearboof
dedication! JeffJjjmitb- This yearboof Would not be posable without all ofyour help. 7'ou Were there ebery step of tbe Way guiding and
helping tbe staff through tbe yearboofprocess. Tbanf you for always being there to answer our many questions. 7 frroW sometimes
things Were not easy, but no matter what, you Were always there with a smile and ready to help us. (food lucf next year! Jfifetoucb-
Tbanf you for always being there to tafe pictures at all of tbe (bents. 71 has been a pleasure Worfing with you. Jftudent zActibities-
Tbanf youfor all ofyour support with tbe yearboof 7t has been a pleasure worfing with eberyone in that office. Tberyone Was always
so find and helpful wbeneber We needed anything. ell, tbe yearboof is complete! 7 bet you thought you Would rubber see that
day! You babe been by my side since tbe beginning when 7 started as Tditor-7n-(fbief. Your bard Worf and support babe not gone
unnoticed. 7 greatly appreciate (berything that you bribe done, fjo TTf'AtYjfbf YOU! Thty family- 7 bet you ruber thought that
you Would be reading this page in tbe finished 2004 yearboof Trierid Worf does pay off in tbe end. 7 cannot tbanf you enoughfor all of
your lobe andsupport throughout tbe years. 7 Would not be where 7am today without your guidance. Just tbinf there will be no more
yearboof stuffaround tbe bouse! 7 lobe you guys soooo much!
To tbe entire TACerriniacf (frillege Community, tbanf youfor a Wonderfulfour years! (ringratulations to all of my jelloW graduates!
Best of lucf in all that you do. 7 hope that you enjoyed loofing bacf at all tbe great times throughout tbe year as much as 7 bribe
enjoyedputting it together!
Andrea Merrill
Editor-In-Chief
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12 Senior Candids
Senior Candids 13

15
Jessica Adams
Management
Anthony Albano
Marketing
Political Science
Audra Alexander
Political Science
English
Sherri Allen
Psychology
Elementary Education
Sarah Angell
Psychology
Fine Arts
Alisa Arakelian
Sports Medicine
Jillian Auerbach
Accounting
Frank Auriemma Amy Axelrod
Management
Brenden Alexande
Civil Engineering
Jennifer Arundale
English
Secondary Education
Sarah Aylward
Mathematics
Elementary Educatioi
16 Senior Portraits
Stefan Baeni
International Business
Economics
Jason Ball
Economics
Business Administration
Carlyn Balyosian
Marketing
Sociology
Luis Barahona Jr.
Romance Languages
Finance
James Barbuto
History
Secondary Education
Jeremy Barrasso
Political Science
Business Administration
Courtney Bartnicki
English
Business Administration
Leah Benger
Marketing
Amy-Jean Bessette
Sociology
Women’s Studies
David Bessette
Political Science
Joanna Biederman
Sociology
Women’s Studies
Jennifer Blades
English
Fine Arts
Senior Portraits 17
Daniel Blanchard
Marketing
Jillian Brackett
Communications
Psychology
Zachary Blaszak
Sports Medicine
Matthew Bredin
Electrical Engineering
Kimberly Bonner
Psychology
Elementary Education
Matthew Brodie
Marketing
Jeffrey Bowe
Communications
Jennifer Brown
Communications
Justin Brown
Accounting
Jennifer Bruno
Marketing
Lindsay Bruno
Psychology
Elementary Education
Cynthia Bryant
Psychology
Elementary Education
18 Senior Portraits
Kimberly Buckley
Marketing
Kate Burgess
Marketing
Erica Bukowski
English
Economics
Erin Campbell
Sports Medicine
Psychology
Jeffrey Capozzi
Management
Colleen Carbone
Marketing
Helen Carpenter Patrick Carroll
Communications Marketing
Women’s Studies
Maura Cassidy
Sociology
Philosophy
Kathleen Busa
Management
Political Science
Gregory Carnrick
Political Science
Business Administration
Patrick Castonguay
Political Science
Senior Portraits 19
Mary Chella
English
Secondary Education
David Cinnamon
Political Science
Business Administration
Kaisa Clark
Psychology
Sociology
Patrick Cole
Civil Engineering
Diana Collins
International Business
Philosophy
Meghan Condon
Civil Engineering
Kathryn Conole
English
History
Sarah Coppola Melissa Corcoran
Religious Studies Psychology
Sociology
Christopher Cole
Civil Engineering
Katherine Connors
Civil Engineering
Rebecca Cordeiro
Psychology
Elementary Education
20 Senior Portraits
Allison Corey
French
Communications
Diane Correia
Political Science
Accounting
Katie Correia
Psychology
Business Administration
Karen Costura
Communications
Philosophy
Kevin Couture
Marketing
John Crowley
Electrical Engineering
Amy Cullivan
History
Political Science
Michael Cunha
Economics
Finance
Nicole Cuomo
Communications
Elementary Education
Christopher Cuozzo
Political Science
Communications
Christopher Curran
Psychology
John Curtis
Political Science
Senior Portraits 21
Caitlin Daly
Psychology
Religious Studies
Vanessa Dayton
Marketing
Amy DaSilva
Accounting
Jonathan DeCarlo
Sports Medicine
Derek Davoli
Finance
Abigail DeCiccio
English
Philosophy
Eric Dawson
Marketing
Tyler DeCost
Management
Mathematics
Michael Deeb
Management
Miryam Demers
History
Erin Dieckman
Chemistry
Nicole Donahue
Psychology
Elementary Education
22 Senior Portraits
Christina Doucette
Psychology
Elementary Education
Caitlin Doyle
Management
Neil Dupre
Marketing
Psychology
Alyssa Duval
Sociology
Psychology
Jennifer Dziekan
Psychology
Elementary Education
Caroline Edgar
Communications
Spanish
Janelle Emar
Psychology
Elementary Education
Nicholas Exarhos
Finance
Lauren Farley
Political Science
History
Christina Farrell
Communications
Fine Arts
Katie Ferreira
Psychology
Nicole Festa
Communications
Business Administration
Senior Portraits 23
Steven Finocchiaro
Romance Languages
Alison Fish
Mathematics
Italian
Kerry Fitzgerald
Economics
Finance
Catherine Fogarty Joseph Gallo
Management
Kara Gallo
Sociology
Elementary Education
Kayla Geiger
Psychology
Sara Gianetti
International Business
French
Courtney Gilligan
Marketing
Vanessa Fountain
Marketing
Molly Garber
International Business
Spanish
Katie Glynn
Psychology
Elementary Education
24 Senior Portraits
Monika Gogola
Marketing
Bryan Green
Marketing
Ursula Gromek
Sports Medicine
Susan Goldberg
Management
Mathematics
Jessica Goodell
Civil Engineering
Mathematics
Matthew Grimard
Accounting
Craig Griffin
Finance
Communications
Nicole Gross
Biology
Evelyn Guerrero
Computer Science
Busness Administration
Lisa Granger
Psychology
Business Administration
Katelyn Grimes
Psychology
Business Administration
Kelly Guigno
English
Sociology
Senior Portraits 25
Amy Hamilton
Psychology
Elementary Education
Elizabeth Hauser
Sociology
Elementary Education
Stephanie Hayes
Psychology
Health Science
Elizabeth Hefferan
Marketing
Fine Arts
Patrick Heffernan
Political Science
Communications
Meagan Hempel
Communications
Political Science
Daniel Heslin Kathleen Hewson
Management Accounting
William Hewson
Accounting
Kathryn Hickey
Accounting
Sara Hicks
Sociology
Elementary Education
Julie Higgins
Sports Medicine
26 Senior Portraits
Katie Horgan
Management
Psychology
Elizabeth Hoxie Russell Hubby
Psychology Management
Elementary Education
Colleen Hunter
Health Science
Chemistry
Jennifer Hurley
Communications
Women’s Studies
Sarah Itri
English
Secondary Education
Victoria Izzo
Psychology
Religious Studies
Thomas Ikalainen
Kevin Jackson
Accounting
Erin Jacobs
Accounting
Frank James
Marketing
Aubrey Jordan
French
Secondary Education
Senior Portraits 27
Peter Joseph Jr.
Political Science
Michael Joy
Sociology
Italian
Kimberly Jurczak Adam Jussaume
Psychology Management
Philosophy
Kathryn Jussaume
Communications
English
Celina Kalitka
Accounting
Kristy Kaufman Siobhan Keenan
Psychology Marketing
Elementary Education
Joshua Kelly
Electrical Engineering
Lauren Kelly
English
Buisinees Administration
Matthew Kenney
Management
Shawn Kerr
Computer Science
Mathematics
28 Senior Portraits
Michael Kidd
Mathematics
Computer Science
Michelle LaFleur
Psychology
Elementary Education
Maureen Kieran
Psychology
Communications
Sean Lawton
Finance
Peter Kontakos
Finance
Political Science
Kristal Leclerc
Psychology
Elementary Education
Justin LaFlamme
Civil Engineering
Danielle Lee
Communications
Political Science
Kathleen Legere Matthew Liccketto
Environmental Science International Business
Economics
Jason Liner
Electrical Engineering
Sandra Lister
Accounting
Senior Portraits 29
Marc Lombardo
Management
Information Systems
Justin Lynch Michael MacNeill
Computer Science Finance
Business Administration
Mary MacRae
Sociology
Sean Malone
Communications
Lynne Manganiello
Communications
Business Administration
Christina Mangini
Psychology
Spanish
Christopher Manni
Finance
Crystal Manning
Finance
Danielle Mantia
Communications
Business Administration
Kaitlin Martel
Sociology
Women's Studies
Jeffrey McAvoy
Management
Religious Studies
30 Senior Portraits
Michael McDonagh
Marketing
Carey McGinley
Management
Amanda McGriff
Fine Arts
Digital Media
homas McQuaid Jr.
Finance
Michael Mead
Accounting
Andrea Merrill
Psychology
Elementary Education
Karen Miranda
History
Middle School Education
Diana Mitchell
Sociology
Communications
Michelle Moon
International Business
Spanish
Justin McManus
Psychology
Business Administration
Nathan Michael
Civil Engineering
Jennifer Moore
Psychology
Women's Studies
Senior Portraits 31
Craig Moran
Finance
Nicole Morgan
Sociology
Women's Studies
Christian Nupp
Management
Economics
Audrey O'Brien
Marketing
Sociology
Andrew Murray
Biology
Leandra Nicolo
Marketing
Communications
Claudia Moura
Chemistry
Amy Morocco
Sports Medicine
Amanda Muzichuk
Psychology
Religious Studies
Jason Moses
Computer Science
Business Administrator
Michael Narbut
Marketing
David Nelson
Management
32 Senior Portraits
Marisa O’Brien
Management
Sean O’Grady
Computer Science
Business Administration
Crystal O’Keefe
Psychology
Elementary Education
Kaitlyn O’Neil
Mathematics
Meghan O’Neill
Communications
Political Science
Michelle O’Neill
Psychology
Women’s Studies
Adu Opoku
Computer Science
Business Administration
Anne O’Toole
Marketing
Sociology
Erika Paiva
Political Science
Sociology
Timothy Parachojuk
Finance
Sarah Paradee
Psychology
Elementary Education
Danielle Parillo
Fine Arts
Digital Media
Senior Portraits 33
Michael Pearson
Psychology
Spanish
Christopher Peterson
Psychology
Philosophy
Nicholas Perretti
Computer Science
Amy Phelps
Sociology
Psychology
John Perry
Civil Engineering
Jessica Pitta
French
Melissa Perry
Management
Thomas Pollano
Finance
Jennifer Pouliot
Management
Katherine Primeau
Marketing
Communications
Thomas Principe III
Civil Engineering
Bradley Pritchard
Psychology
Biology
34 Senior Portraits
Katie Proulx
Communications
Michelle Ridings
Accounting
Elizabeth Reid
Management
Sociology
Julieanne Richard
Sociology
Psychology
Korran Rivers
International Business
Political Science
Nicole Rogers
Sociology
Women's Studies
Jason Ryals Joanna Saj
Political Science Finance
Business Administration
Kristal Schlesinger
Sociology
Women’s Studies
Jennifer Richardson
Bio-Chemistry
Debra Russell
Psychology
Communications
Stephanie Schmitt
Health Science
Senior Portraits 35
Allyson Scott
Psychology
Elementary Education
Christopher Serino
Accounting
Natalia Serpa
Marketing
Maureen Sharkey
Communications
Belinda Silva
Accounting
Jennifer Silva
Marketing
Tiffany Simone
Finance
Christina Siragusa
Psychology
Elementary Education
Nicole Skrzyniarz Kristen Slater
Management Management
Health Science
Katie Slupski
Psychology
Elementary Education
Erin Slye
Psychology
Political Science
36 Senior Portraits
Richard Sweeney IV
Management
Morgan Strobach
Communications
Business Administration
Kristy Snyder
Psychology
Elementary Education
Kelly Stevens
Marketing
Communications
Kristin Sweeney
Marketing
Christina Tammaro
Marketing
Jeffrey Soohoo
Marketing
Lauren Sullivan
Sociology
Spanish
Justine Steffe
Biology
Sara Swanson
Marketing
Economics
Kathryn Tarantino
Management
Stefanie Sordillo
Fine Arts
Psychology
Senior Portraits 37
Alyson Tarquinio
Management
Mark Trombly
Management
Andrew Waitkevich
Sports Medicine
Jeffrey Thereault
Civil Engineering
Jennifer Tobey
Psychology
English
Jennifer Traft
French
Elementary Education
Kristen Uhlendorf Jennifer Varney
Psychology Management
Elementary Education
Christopher Vasta
Mathematics
Secondary Education
Patrick Waldron
Management
Annie Wang
Accounting
Sean Welch
Finance
38 Senior Portraits
Eileen Wellins
English
Spanish
Joy Will
Biology
Justin Williams
Marketing
Haven Wynne
Civil Engineering
Kortney Yasenka
Psychology
Religious Studies
Katherine Yim Diane M. Barabino Jim Fleuriel
Finance Management
Matthew Swander
Management
Rodney Nolberto
Biology
Senior Portraits 39
mera Shy S
Katty Acosta
Awadh Al-Anazi
Chantal Almeder
Jacelyn Amburn
James Anderson
Eric Anderson
Peter Angle
Justin Astor
Vincent Attenasio Jr.
Jennifer Auclair
Nicole Bagni
Laura Bajor
Brad Balch
Eric Barbosa
Brian Bartosek
Diana Bellavance
Brian Bergquist
Robert Berlan
Erin Bird
Anthony Bissanti
Charles Blanchard Jr.
Jesse Blanchette
Jennie-Ann Blazuk
Joseph Bolino
Laura Bradbury
Ronald Briar Jr.
Todd Bridgeo
Sean Bridges
Lisa Bryant
Russell Byrne
Kristin Cain
Sara-Jean Caira
Stephen Cameron
Susan Campbell
James Campbell
Alberto Canas
Emily Canavan
Adam Capalbo
Dominic Cardine
Joseph Cavanaugh
Kristen Chaisson
Shaun Chevalier
Alexander Chute
Sean Ciavarro
Erin Conlon
Alecia Connell
William Connolly
Stephen Connor
Erin Connors
Gregory Contino
Patrick Corcoran
Kenneth Corning
Michael Cote
Tara Cremone
Michael Croteau
Gregory Cunningham
Christopher Cuscia
Megan Dassatti
Perry DeBenedetto II
Thomas DeCourcy
Salvatore Della Grotta Jr.
Louis DeMarco
Amy Desroche
John Devaney Jr.
Vincent Devoe
Brian Doherty
Kristen Donegan
Jesse Dooley
Kathleen Doyle
enio
Richard Drew III
Janel Duarte
Stephen Duquet
Kathryn Durham
Brent Elias
Laura Eramo
Patrice Exilus
Jeremy Fafard
Amy Faigel
Ashleigh Fang
Andrea Fazio
Jessica Feener
Steven Ferreira
James Finn
Patrick Flaherty
Patrick Flanagan
Jean Flynn
Patrick Foley
Robert Forman
Andre Francoeur
Christina Frazier
Lindsay Fulton
Jeffrey Gartside
Jackie Gatta
Melissa George
James Giarrusso
Michelle Gilman
Robert Giuffrida
Brett Godette
Robyn Good
Marcia Gookin
Steven Gould
Kirsten Goulet
Kerri Grainger
40 Senior Portraits
camera Sri Seniors
Demetra Grenier
Sandra Grenier
Gisselle Guerrero
Christie Guidara
Meghan Guidry
Lindsay Hannon
Ronald Hanscom
Ramsey Hasan
John Hazell
John Hinchion
Daniel Hodge
Pamela Holman
Joseph Holtgrefe
Richard Homer
John Hoyt
Jeffrey Hutton
Kristopher Ireland
Travis Ireland
Linda Jackson
David Jay
Caryn Johnson
Ronald Johnson Jr.
Jennifer Koczwanski
Joseph Kozdra
Melanie Lafleur
Joshua Landry
Lisa Lariviere
Troy Lazaro
Andrea Leal
Meghan Leary
Jonathan LeFave
Lynsey Legier
Justin Leith
Bethann Lenihan
Enrico Leo
Gregory Lepke
Kathleen Long
Matthew Lynch
Jerome Lynch III
Tracey Lyons
Donald Magri
Kathryn Mahoney
Richard Maloney
Bradford Manchester
Paul Marks II
Melissa Martin
Laurie Matheson
Nathan Maugel
Francis McCall Jr.
William McCarthy III
Lauren McCormack
George McCormack IV
Pauline McDonagh
Sean McGuire
Michael McLean
Joshua Mechler
George Mezher
Jedrek Millett
Matthew Minghella
Akiko Miyake
Gaetano Modica
Michael Moynihan
Melanie Mucha
John Muldoon
Adam Mulhearn
Cynthia Munroe
Cheryl Murphy
Nicholas Nashawaty III
Amy Ness
Karen Neumann
John Neville
Luis Nunez Jr.
Jenifer Oakes
Magen O'Connor
Brendan O'Gara
Adele O'Leary
Gary O'Neil
Matthew O'Neil
Eric O'Neill
Erin O'Shea
Lisa Panciocco
April Panunzio
Jason Paradis
Christopher Parsons
William Partridge III
Eric Pedersen
Jason Penney
Doris Perez
Gina Person
Euclides Pichardo
David Polcari
Thomas Prentice
Stephanie Privitera
Justin Pronovost
Jason Proulx
Jamie Provencal
Jessica Rabito
Christopher Rafuse
Michael Ramsden
Eddie Raposo
John Rapp
James Rather
Christopher Reed
Senior Portraits 41
camera Shy Seniors
Christine Regan
Timothy Reidy
Lindsay Reilly
Bruce Reynolds
Andrea Rheaume
Joseph Ricci
Nicholas Richardson
Edward Riedel
Alicia Robinson
Greg Rogers
Molly Rogers
Marco Rosa
David Roseberry
Katherine Ross
Michelle Routhier
James Russo
Tom Ruswick
Joseph Ryan
Stephen Salvato
Kristen Samos
Matthew Scamporino
Matthew Schoener
Kelly Scialdone
42 Senior Portraits
Diana Sclafani
Matthew Selvitella
Karen Serafino
Jessica Shanley
Timothy Shannon
Robert Shea
Alexander Sikatchev
Debra Simone
Ralph Sirignano
Kelly Slack
Alesha Small
Matthew Smart
David Socha
Jeremy Socia
Christine Sordillo
Steven Sordillo
Paula Steed
Julie Stygles
Scott Sullivan
Megan Swain
Jill Sylva
Rebecca Todisco
Nichole Tomacelli
Amarilys Toro
Melissa Tyll
Ekuikui Valentim
Heriberto Veras
Robert Vigneau III
Tina Viveiros
Panos Voulgaris
Erin Vynorius
Matthew Waine
Tiffany Walters
Mark Weaver
Patrick West
Joel White
Laura Winning
Gisela Ana Lucia Yepez
Mohammed Zaidan
Javier Zapanta
Bohdan Zaryckyj
Amy Zediana
Mauricio Zenck McKay
Eleni Zervas
Hans Zimmern
Pamela Zurakowski
43
Red Sox
44 Red Sox
Red Sox 45
Mystery Trip
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52 104 Days Party
Go Bragh 53
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66 Junior/Senior BBQ
Junior/Senior BBQ 67
68 Junior/Senior BBQ
Junior/Senior BBQ 69
70 Senior Toast
Senior Toast 71
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76 Harbor Cruise
Harbor Cruise 77
78 Harbor Cruise
Baccalaureate Mass 79
80 Baccalaureate Mass
Baccalaureate Mass 81
82 Baccalaureate Mass
Baccalaureate Dinner 83
84 Baccalaureate Dinner
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Special Honor
Christopher Manni
William J. Murray, O.S.A. Medal
Erin M. Dieckman
Christopher J. Serino
Allen J. Ash Senior Service Award
Kathryn T. Jussaume
Joseph P. Daley Award
Kayla A. Geiger
Michael J. MacNeill
Student Personnel Award
Gregory M. Carnrick
Helen M. Carpenter
Amy E. Cullivan
Caitlin M. Daly
Sara A. Hicks
Michael W. Joy
Andrew P. Murray
Amy E. Phelps
Sean P. O'Grady
Christopher J. Vasta
Panos J. Voulgaris
David A. Rafferty III Memorial Award
Meghan A. Leary
William K. Cornell, O.S.A. Award
Troy E. Lazaro
Brian S. Lowery, O.S.A. Award
Rodney F. Nolberto
Campus Ministry Award
Victoria A. Izzo
Zachary W. Blaszak
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Commencement Awards
Edward J. Burns Medal
Awarded to the First Ranking Student in Business Administration
Jennifer Marie Silva
Bishop Markham Medal
Awarded to the First Ranking Student in Humanities
Meghan Sarah Guidry
Very Reverend Mortimer A. Sullivan, O.S.A. Medal
Awarded to the First Ranking Student in Science and Engineering
Colleen Ruth Hunter
Cardinal Cushing Medal
Awarded to the First Ranking Student in Social Sciences
Jeremy W. Barrasso
Victor J. Mill Medal
Awarded to the First Ranking Student in Continuing Education
Linda Lambias Jackson
Margaret J. Lamond Medal
Awarded to the student who most exemplifies Catholic ideals and service
Victoria Ann Izzo
Merrimack Medal
Awarded for outstanding sendee to the Merrimack College Community
Erin H. Campbell
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opening Convocation
1 14 Opening Convocation
Convocation Address by
Dr. Joseph T. Kelley
Opening Convocation 115
Homecoming &
Family Weekend
October 10-12th, 2003
...Good times!!
ADMIT -
ONE
116 Homecoming Weekend
Homecoming Weekend 117
Merrimack 38
St. Anselm 17
Great Game
WARRIORS
...you made us
proud!!
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Alpha Sigma Tail
Alpha Sigma Tau has been an active chapter on the Merrimack campus since January 27th
of 2000. Since our founding in 1899, members have lived up to the same ideals that were set forth by our
founders: to be active, self-reliant and trustworthy. Sticking to these ideals, our sorority has grown from
eight dedicated women to thousands nationwide.
Throughout the school year the girls of AST make sure to find time to help out the commu-
nity within our busy schedules. Locally, our chapter dedicated our time to helping out with the Walk
for Diabetes on an annual basis. Nationally, Alpha Sigma Tau sponsors and supports the children at the
Pine Mountain Settlement School in Kentucky.
Besides helping out the community, we have shared some incredible memories to last a
lifetime. We have all come to enjoy a deeper sense of friendship through our common bonds of sister-
hood.
A SPECIAL FRIENDSHIP
Tamara Cogburn, Rho Chapter, AST
A college freshman starting out,
striving to find a way.
To fit into a brand new world,
that changes from day to day.
Scared of a life unknown
not knowing how to cope.
Until a special group of friends,
provided eternal hope.
Working together as sisters,
sharing hopes and dreams.
Standing together through the good and bad,
a wonderful loving team.
Nothing to come between them,
for, in hardships they are tough.
Because they'll be forever,
bound by lasting love.
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The Merrimack Concert Choir was founded in 1996. Since then, the
concert choir has stayed strong, being a popular club on campus. The Concert
Choir is led by Director Joe Gori, Accompanist John Zannini, Advisor Josie
Thomas and the 2003-2004 Executive Board: Co-President: Catherine Johnston,
Co-President: Sarah Languirand, Treasurer: Nicole Buxton, Music Chair: Ann
Meredith, and Publicity Chair: Eric Scarborough. Each year the Merrimack
College Concert Choir holds two concerts in the Winter and Spring and is also
active on campus, taking part in Convocation, the Alumni Social, Baccalaureate
and Commencement. The Concert Choir is pleased with the events this year
and is looking forward to another great year in the fall.
Civil EngineerinP
Front, From Left: Patrick Cole, Jesse
Blanchette, Chris Cole, Justin Laflamme
Back, From Left: Doug Therrien, Professor
Anthony DeLuzio, Richard Maloney, Jose
Fragachan, Meghan Miller, Jessica Goodell,
Jeff Delnnocentis, Paul Greco, John Klipfel,
Matt Gillis.
They won first place for
their steel bridge at the
Regionals and will
compete at Nationals in
May.
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Cl&SS Council 2006
The Class Council of 2006 has had a very successful year. The Class
Council has gone full circle, starting and ending the year with a 2006 BBQ.
Some highlighted events sponsored by the Class Council 2006 include Mr.
Merrimack, The Date Auction, Java Jam, and a trip to a Bruins game!! Class
Council works with other organizations such as Merrimaction, Class Councils
'07, '05, and '04, SGA, Resident Life, Student Life, MPB, and Student Activities,
to name a few. We feel our main goal of promoting class and school unity was
achieved through the hard work and dedication of the e-board, representatives,
and our excellent advisor, Bryan Dunphy-Culp.
The 2007 Class Council was extremely productive with "setting themselves in motion" after being
elected in October of 2003. The major events organized by the council included holding a first year forum
for the entire Freshman Class, selling 2007 class tee shirts, working with the Admissions Office in organiz-
ing the Accepted Students Program and conducting a Valentine's Day fundraiser. Additionally, the Class
Council participated in the Sports Marketing Department's Broomball Tournament during hockey games
and were crowned Broomball Champions. The 2007 Class Council looks forward to the upcoming years at
Merrimack College and will continue to plan exciting events and activities for the Merrimack Community.
2007 executive Board
President-Meghan Grady
Vice President-Justin Zakhar
Treasurer-Charity Garlasco
Secretary-Liz Taddei
Class Representatives-Gregory Beaulieu, Lauren Bracchio, Ashley Christie
"Good, better, best; never let it rest till your good is better and your better is best."
-Anonymous
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Congratulations to the
Class of 2004 from the
Driving Force at
Merrimack College.
The Commuter Council
wishes you success,
happiness, and many
fun and memorable
road trips!!!
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nee Team
*~*The Merrimack Dance Team*-*
*Dance Team Members '03 - "04:
Elizabeth Andre, Lauren Berg, Stephanie Bramlett,
Rebecca Cordeiro, Megan Dineen, Christina
Doucette, Kristen Denecke, Kristen Fava, Tricia
Healey, Rebecca Kolifrath, Lindsay McCail, Rebecca
McSheffrey, Meghan Murtagh, Marie Petrulavage,
Kelly Stevens, Jewlie Whittemore
Special Thanks to our Coach:
**Tara Hajjar**
We would be lost without her!
Partners N' Crime: Tina & Bee,
Co-Captains '03-'04
To the TEAM:
has been an amazing season! Something incredible happened this
ear because of all your efforts to work hard and come together as a
'am. We want to thank you for putting your heart and soul into every-
ling we did allowing us to be the best we could be! Starring with our
?cond year at Boston University and going all the way to reaching our
aal of competing, we have seen tremendous improvements along the
r
ay. One thing we have learned this year is how to work together as a
am by supporting each other both inside and outside of the dance
udio. Because of this, we have succeeded in all that we did and have
?t new standards for the years to come. We love and will miss you all!
hank you for all of the great memories...Good luck in Daytona next
sar! NAIL IT Girls!!
ove,
hristina and Rebecca
our Co-Captains '03 - '04
Say Stage and I'm there Baby!
Why read and write...when you can sing and dance!!
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I"SENIORLS"
“Shake Up the Party’
New England Collegiate Dance
Collaboration at Boston University
‘02
Love like you’ve never been hurt,
Sing like no one is listening,
Work like you don’t need the money,
Dance like no one is watching.
Live like your in heaven on earth!
New England Dance Collegiate
Collaboration at Boston University ‘03
NAIL ITLADIES/
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French club
The French Club was restarted by a few upper level French language
students in 2002. The club has now become active.
The purpose of the French Club is to promote French culture and lan-
guage through trips and films. The club is open to students studying at all
French language levels and other members of the Merrimack Community.
The French Club has been on two trips. In February 2002, there was a
weekend trip to Montreal. On November 21, 2003 the French Club went to see
the musical "Les Miserables" at the Colonial Theater in downtown Boston.
We are organizing more activities and trips in the future.
Italian Club
II Circolo Italiano
The Italian Club is an organization that promotes Italian culture
through dinners, trips, movies, and other special events. This year
they ushered at an Italian music event, experienced Boston's North
End through food and comedy, held spaghetti suppers, helped out a
local service group, and more!
The underclassmen wish the best of luck to their graduating
seniors and thank them for their hard work.
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Circolo Italiano 2004
Officers:
Alicia Leadbetter (Publicity)
Paul Tripodi (Secretary)
Matt Stanley (President)
Tom Cobb (Treasurer)
Aimee Franco (Vice President)
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Math club
The Math Club has existed for many years here at Merrimack College.
Now President Kaitlyn O'Neil, Vice-President/Co-Treasuerer Alison Fish, and
Treasurer Sarah Aylward, with the help of Faculty Advisor Dr. Daniel Gries and
the rest of the Mathematics Department, run monthly meetings. The meetings
comprise many enjoyable activities to relate mathematics to the outside world
either through having students present research papers they have done, having
faculty members make presentations, or fun activities such as demonstrating
how mathematics is used in solving the Rubik's Cube.
In particular, this past December's meeting consisted of using mathematics
to create origami ornaments for a Math Club Christmas tree, that was donated to
Campus Ministry. This was a great help to Campus Ministry's fundraiser for
Alternative Spring Break. The Math Club Christmas tree along with trees deco-
rated by other clubs and organizations, were displayed in the Rogers Center and
raffled off. The Math Club invites all members of the college community to at-
tend the meetings and learn something about math and the fun things it can be
used for. We look forward to seeing many more of you at our meetings!
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This year MCTV-10 took steps forward into becoming a competitive television station in the
Northeast. We were able to have a staff of over twenty students who helped produce numer-
ous shows like the Sports Zone, Dating Game, Strictly Politics, and Merrimack Cribs. Though
some of the students who came into the program had no relative experience working in the
television industry, they will leave here after having worked with real studio equipment and
having made friendships that will last forever. MCTV-10, which started with just one hit
show, has branched out to many different viewers and looks to continue in the years to come.
From our debut of the Dating Game, to our Spring Break trip to California, this year has been
unforgettable. MCTV-10 wishes all our seniors the best of luck next year and thanks our Advi
sor Kevin Salemme and those who have made contributions to the station.
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errimack Program B08I(,
(MH3
The Merrimack Program Board plans a variety of social, educational,
and cultural programs for all students throughout the year. Some events
have included comedians, speakers (Danny from the Real World), spring
weekend events, movies. Say What Karaoke, Open Mic nights. Stuff-A-
Plush (Build A Bear), Big Prize Bingo, and the fall concerts: Fuel (2001),
Guster (2002), Third Eye Blind (2003).
This is a group of highly motivated students whom are dedicated to
making student life at Merrimack exciting and entertaining at close to all
times!
JllSPSP niemtrn include:
SPw^iam S6haiv Sdllim &litmi
Sffiecwl SmiL S8dh Idimfiiddc & Jdezyan SXatkdl
c
@affeehmu>: SSltsym Olathe
S6omedum: handle Shady
JPImm SDa/ridle o)andoli
Sfjmhm: 3imm oA'izidli
S&aylime SPwyywnmin,
sy Slam SPoneda
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Taking Action at Merrimack College
MerrmAction (Merrimack in Action) is the Merrimack College volunteer program with a
student/alumni branch. MerrimAction provides students with the opportunity to reach out to the
poor and marginalized. MerrimAction empowers the participants to embrace a life-long commitment
to recognize and change unjust structures that limit people's options to succeed. Students can partici-
pate in many on-going programs throughout the year in the Merrimack Valley and Boston area, rhe
experiences of those involved, when reflected upon, are teachable moments and cause for their own
transformation. Thank You Volunteers!
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Dramatic Society
Fall Production
Don't Drink the Water
By Woody Allen
Spring Production
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to
the Forum
Book by: Burt Shevelove & Larry
Gelbart
Lyrics by: Stephen Sondheim
Music by: Stephen Sondheim
E-board
President: Kayla Geiger
Interim-Vice President: Casey Sylvestro
Treasurer: Thomas Cobb
Member at Large: Andrew Simmons
Alumni Coordinator: Michael Snow
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IStudent Association of Sociology (SAS) is an organization where majors
and minors in sociology collectively put together events for students as well as
serving the community. Some of the events that have taken place are apple
picking, movie/caramel apple night, an annual Christmas trip to Boston,
bowling, career night, and an end of the year BBQ. The community services that
take place have been a clothing drive, Adopt-A-Family, a book drive for
Zimbabwean children, and donated books and stuffed animals for local charities
SAS was put together in 1996 and is still going strong. Current officers are:
President Amy Phelps, Vice President Michael Joy, Treasurer/Secretary Elizabeth
Hauser, Public Relations Joanna Biederman, with Advisor Yvonne Burgess and
Karen Hayden.
2003-2004 E-Board Members are: 2004-2005 E-Board Members are:
Presdient: Amy Phelps
Vice President: Michael Joy
Treasurer/Secretary: Elizabeth Hauser
Public Relations: Joanna Biederman
President: Kristin Lynch
Vice President: Liz Murphy
Secretary: Kathleen Donnelly
Treasurer: Rachel Haddad
Public Relations: Jessica Newfall
Marissa
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TclU Kappa Epsilon (TKE
Front: L-R
Patrick Graham, Tim
Donovan, Adam Jussaume,
Anthony Albano, Chris
Cataldo
Middle: L-R
Chris Basmaji, Josh
Johnson, Jeff Woodard,
Braydon Marot, Pat
Heffernan,
Colin Dempsey
Back: L-R
Scott Gibbs, Mike Pukala,
Matt Persichetti, Drew
Simmons, Matt Swander,
Chris Peterson, Matt
Wheeler
Missing: Matt Giordano, Jim
Fleuriel, James Rather
Theta Delta Chi
The Brothers of Theta Delta Chi fraternity have been engaged on-campus and within the
community. We have assisted Habitat for Humanity, the March of Dimes, the Walk for
Diabetes and have added a new charity to our long list-the Jimmy V Foundation. Also,
with hard work and a commitment to academic excellence, the brothers have the highest
fraternity GPA on-campus. TDX continues to strive to achieve academic and communal
excellence.
This year there are 14 Theta Delts. They are: Seniors- Anthony Bruno, Jon
DeCarlo, Frank Auriemma; Juniors- Jon Wolowicz, Brent McGrath, Frank Capuano, Joe
Rodgers; Sophomores- Chris Peters, Brian Provencher, Paul Tripodi, Deepak Vatti, Rob
Fisher, Josh Papapietro, and Matt Aldinger.
The Brothers of Theta Delta Chi strive to maintain the high standards that the
fraternity demands. Through close friendships, dedication, determination and a social
conscience, the Brothers of Theta Delta Chi have worked for the advancement of a
common good for all those who come in contact with the fraternity.
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Theta PtLi Alpha
The women of Theta Phi Alpha ended a successful school year last May, and their
efforts throughout the semester gained them campus wide recognition as well as many
awards. At the Greek Awards Banquet held last spring, the women of the chapter
acheived the following honors: Greek Scholarship Award, Greek Advisor of the Year
(Kathy St. Hilaire), Greek Woman of the Year (Stephanie Sordillo), and Sorority of the
Year. The sisters' hard work throughout the semester was also recognized by Merrimack
College's L.E.A.D Committee who presented them with the Most Improved Student
Organization Award; and Theta Phi Alpha's advisor Mrs. Kathy St. Hilaire was also
recognized as Merrimack College's Advisor of the Year.
The fall semster of 2003 began with a successful informal recruitment. Theta Phi
Alpha's recruitment theme was from the movie Dirty Dancing ("Nobody puts a Theta Phi
in a corner"). September 2003 also marked the ten year anniversary of the chapter's
establishment on campus. During the fall semester, the women of the chapter
participated in a number of philanthropic events
,
including a food and can drive, making
hand-made mittens, scarves and hats for a local shelter, and collecting teddy bears for their '
annual Teddy Bear Drive. The outgoing Executive Board at the end of the fall semester
was: President Stephanie Sordillo, Vice President Amy Bessette, Treasurer Jennifer Blades,
Corresponding Secretary Jessica Adams, Pledge Sister Educators Jeanne LeDuc and Kate
Slupski, Recording Secretary Erin Breen, and Recruitment Chair Erica Wells.
The spring semester of 2004 began fresh with new Executive Board members:
President Jeanne LeDuc, Vice President Kristen Lynch, Treasurer Sarah Muraco,
Corresponding Secretary Ellen Patnode, Pledge Sister Educators Jessica Adams and
Jennifer Blades, Recording Secretary Allison Stinson, and Recruitment Chair Amy
Bessette. The sisters had a creative and fun formal recruitment with a Dr. Seuss theme of
"Oh the Places You'll Go." The women of the chapter continued thier philanthropic ef-
forts by making and delivering Valentine's for a local nursing home, collecting new and
used prom dresses for underprivileged youth, holding their annual 30 hour
"Rock-a-Thon" with proceeds benefiting a local shelter, and participating in a walk for
Cystic Fibrosis. The sisters are looking forward to again participating in Children's
Hospital's "Miles for Miracles" walk this upcoming June, as well as continuing their
fundraising efforts at Gillette Stadium.
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The Student Government Association has joined with the faculty, staff and administration of Merrimack
College in order to enhance the Merrimack College Community. The members of SGA represent the views of
the student body to the faculty and administration of the College, while maintaining a channel of communica-
tion between these groups. We have strived to provide the community with quality programs and student
organizations as a means of enhancing life at Merrimack College. The Student Government Association
realizes its commitment to the student bodv, as well as its commitment to its members.
Through our Public Safety, Academic Affairs, Administration, Constitution/ Budget Control, Public Safety/
Police Services and Student Life Committees, the members of the Student Government Association worked
hard to make your Merrimack college experience better.
2003-2004 2004-2005
Executive Board
Sean O'Grady
Andrew Murray
Michael Danner
Carolvnne Downes
Alyssa Small
Executive Board
Carolvnne Downes
Michael Danner
Derek Darling
Thomas Cobb
Meaghan Kent
Class of 04
Greg Carnrick
Meg Gallagher
Amy Cullivan
Class of 05
Derek Darling
Kevin Leahy
Sarah Cleveland
Class of 06
Michael Beagan
Adam Florek
Tiffany Comeau
Scott Gibbs
Thomas Cobb
Meaghan Kent
Candace Austin
Krissy Pothier
Advisor
Mike Durkin
Class of 05
Liz Duhamel
Sarah Cleveland
Matt Mullen
Kevin Leahy
Class of 06
Tiffany Comeau
Mikael Berry
Michael Beagan
Lisa Chevrier
Ashley Jorge
Adam Florek
Class of 07
Kerri Smith
Amy Rowe
Dan Callahan
Beth Gionfriddo
Brendan Lowell
Adrienne Robbie
Maureen Becker
Mar)’ Lions
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Leadership Education and Development
LEAD 165
L.E.A.D. Winners
Outstanding Class Leader 2004
Chris Manni
Outstanding Class Leader 2005
Anna Sabella
Outstanding Class Leader 2006
Amanda ReyHer
Outstanding Class Leader 2007
Meg Grady
Most Dedicated Commuter
Tiffany Comeau
Warrior Letter (Male)
Taylor Edler
Warrior Letter (Female)
Meghan Leary
Most Improved Organization
Commuter Council
Best Co-Sponsorship Effort
Mr. Merrimack by the Class Councils
of 2004 & 2006
Social Awareness Programming
Hunger & Homelessness Week by the
Justice and Peace Coalition
Augustinian Award
ASPA Group
Blue and Gold Diversity Award
Helen Carpenter
Advisor of the Year
Trish Gannon, advisor to the Class Council 2004
Vice President's Leadership Award
Kathryn Jussaume
Outstanding Sakowich Center Program
Health Awareness Week by the Fitness Center Staff
Student Organization of the Year
Best Buddies
Program of the Year
Poker Tournament
SGA Staff Person of the Year
Susan Grassl, Office of Student Activities
I

Academic Affairs
Rev. Gary McCloskey O.S.A
Academic Support Services
Mariboth Zatet
Accounting, Accounts Payable,
& Controller's Office
Diane Shaw, Christine Morrell, Maura Shaffer,
Christopher DeMilo, Richard Hennessey
168 Adminictitation
Kathleen Goodwin, Jo-Ann MacNeill, Carol Kupski,
Nancy Trevithick
i
Administrative
Services
David Breen, JoAnn Orso
Eric Allen, Director of Sports
Marketing
Austin Hall Reception
Bursar's Office
Barbara Kennedy, Sarah Kidd,
Patricia Riopelle
Admissions Office
Patricia Bowman-Skeefington, Joyce Caruso, Paula
Gagnon, Jorge Hernandez, Mary Hintlian, Jessica
Laursen, John McLaughlin, Ann Ryan, Eileen Sarre,
Elizabeth Seidewand, Theresa Webster
Bookstore
,
Tom Croft, Roberta
Maria Robito
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Campus Police Services
Campus Ministry
Nancy Ata, Charline Henry, Rev. Richard Piatt, Sr. Elaine -
Polcari, Margaret Schumann
Career Services/
Cooperative Education
Lynn Boulanger, Susan Brien, Alane DeLuca, Natalie
Dietrich, James Greeley, -jNorma Herzlinger, Beverly Hutton
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Computer Store
Edward McGee
Conference &
Events
John Obert
Division of Continuing
Education
Sherry Carolan and Maureen
Jozwick
Financial Aid Office
Linda Cimmino, Judith Dinneen, Penelope
King, Christine Mordach, Leona White
Credit Union
Joanne Kinsella
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Human Resources
Michelle Fastnacht, Deborah Gagnon,
Kathleen Sambuco, Bernard Smith Jr.
fV ' I
Information Technology Services
Joel Borek, Christine Bouchard, Laura Chmielecki, Ronald
Frechette Jr., Jannette Gray, Rand Hall, Charles Maxon, Jason
Richer, Jason Rossi, Paul Sapienza, Kathleen Smith, Mark
Snowdon, Lynne Sullivan, Richard Wood
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Hamel Health & Counseling
Math Center
Janice Adams, Nancy Barry, Sharon Broussard, Stephanie Callahan,
Laura Cordell, Gerald Dugal, Deborah Marcotte
Institutional Advancement
Joseph Cartier, Colleen Coco, Susan Ferris, Muriel Keraghan, Elizabeth Magliozzi, Paula Magner,
Kathleen Marshall, Debra Martel, Mark Ouellette, Rita Persichetti, Kathleen Reville, Rose Shamberger,
Susan Wojtas, Leslie Zahoruiko
Media
Kevin Salemme
Merrim Action &
Community Partnerships
Sr. Elaine Polcari
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McQuade Library Publications
~ ^ ~ , , L/~, i li 1 li 15 i Deborah Angelosanto, Patricia Coios
^hnstine Coflan, Christina Condon, Janet Graham, Helen Hanigan, Barbara
Lachance, Marie Lasher, Donna Maturi, Robert O'Brien, Patricia Paquette,
Bridget Rawding, Lori Slateri
Post Office
Paul Dearborn, Jeffrey Guerra, and Student Staff
Printing Center
Steven Gooding, Karen Pope
Purchasing Department
Nicole Costello, Barry Smith
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President's Office
Resident Life
Linda MurphyNancy Callahan-Stronach
President
Richard Santagati
Thomas Clark, Melissa Cote, Jennifer DeBurro, Jeffrey
Demers, Bryan Dunphv-Culp, Melissa Murtagh,
Domra Swartwout
Registrar
James Anderson, Lauren Caimie, Elaine Grelle,
Michelle Martin
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Vice President for Enrollmer
Management
Alicia Dunphy Culp, Michael Durkin, Susan
Grassl, Rebecca Jimenez
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Student Life
Carol Leibovitz, Joseph Sheehan
Study Abroad/
International Programs
Maryellen Colliton, Shawn Deveau, Georgianne Medor
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Accounting Chemistry
Richard DelGaudio, Donald Hanson, Jane Morton, Holly Berkovits, Brenda Cashin, J. David Davis,
Donald Nelson, Elliott Puretz Anthony Fernandez, Catherine Festa, Pamela Hansen,
Cynthia McGowan, Angeliki Rigos, Mono Singh,
Kathleen Swallow, Stephen Theberge
Civil Engineering
g ? away
Anthony DeLuzio, Jean Reynolds,
Gary Spring, Douglas Therrien,
Vincent Turano, David Westerling
Communications
Kurt Bruder, Martha Heinze, Deborah Fondon,
John Power
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Education English
Anthony Roselli, Sandra Klausewitz, Carol Wareing,
Deborah Margolis, Tina Nicolaisen
Management
James Grinnell, Deborah Litvin, Marlene
Ouellette, Theodore Peters, James Stewart,
Gina Vega
180 Faculty
Marketing
Charles Comegys, James Corbett, Julie
Fitzmaurice, Catherine Rich-Duval,
Joseph Stnsio, Kathleen Tavares
Jay Atkinson, Jacqueline Billings, Geraldine Branca,
Deborah Burger, Deborah Burns, Kathleen Cain,
Brenda Hajec, Kerry Johnson, Marv Mahoney, Marie
Plasse, Kevin Plunkett, William Racicot, Steven
Scherwatzkv, Pamela St. Clair, Paul Vatalaro
Modem Language
Maria Brucato, Cinzia DiGiulio, Fabienne Dransard,
Lawrence Gillooly, Sylvie Pressman
S Han, Boualem Kezim, Susan Pariseau
Dr. Franco Cirulli, Nancy Colella, Monica Cowart,
George Heffernan, Arthur Ledoux, Gerald Matross,
Herbert Meyer, Rose-Mary Sargent, Chandrika Shah,
Joseph Tanke, Margaret Walsh, William Wians
Faculty 181
Political Science
Marguerite Kane, He Li, Curtis Martin, Russell
Mayer, Harry Wessel, Mary McHugh
Psychology
Susan Avema, Beth Boulav, J- Buehler, Carol Dalto,
Jungwon Hahn, Michael Mascolo, Ruth Propper,
Carol Reichenthal, Raymond Shaw
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Sherri Allen Frank B. Auriemma
Sherri,
Where has the little girl
with the golden braids
gone? My. ..how time
Hies! We are so proud of
you!
Love,
Morn and Daddy
Dear Frank.
,
Dreams are in the mind of
a believer and the hands
j
of a doer.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Jenna
I
Sarah G. Alvward
Dear Sarah,
How time flies! We are so proud of
you and what you've become—
a
compassionate, beautiful, intelligent
young lady who has so much to offer
the young scholars of today.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jen, and Grant
Stefan Baeni
Stefan,
B
The worst mistake you
can make when young
is to give up on a
dream, to not challenge
yourself for fear of
failure. You have the
spirit of a lion. I am
proud of you.
Mom
Jullian Auerbach Luis A. Barahona, Tr.
Jill,
We know how hard
you have worked. We
are so proud of your
accomplishments and
especially of the
person you have
grown to be.
Love,
Mom. Dad. Dan and
Jeff
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We give grace to God for his love and
for giving us the greatest gift—our son
Luisito, who makes us feel proud and
blessed every day. May God
illuminate your path through life.
Congratulations on your graduation
day.
With all of our love,
Mom and Dad
Courtney L. Bartniki
Courtney,
Congratulations on your
accomplishments! We
will be forever grateful
for the beauty and joy you
have brought into our
lives.
With Pride and Love.
Mom and Dad
Joanna B. Biederman
Jo, Congratulations!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Sam, Jack, Nick
and Stormy!
Amy- Jean Bessette Jennifer Blades
Have a GREAT DAY and
don’t forget to say HOORAY!
We're so proud of you! You're the 1 st
person in our family to go to college.
“To thine own self be true." Words
you’ve lived by that have made you
the beautiful person you are, inside
and out.
We love you Jenn,
Mom, Jack, Grandad and Wally
David Bessette Daniel Blanchard
Congratulations, Dave. We’re
so proud of you.
Mom, Dad, Matt, and Obi
Dan,
Congratulations on your
Business degree and
graduation from
Merrimack. We are very
proud of you
!
Love,
Mom, Dad. and Caroline
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Zachary Blaszak Matthew Bredin
Zach,
Keep ‘em
moving! U-R
loved!
*-
Matt,
You have always
made us proud, and
you're doing it again!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jason, and
j
k \ le
Jeffrey V. Bowe Matthew L. Brodie
Son,
You were the light in
your Dad’s life.
You are the light in mine.
Shine brightly in your
own life.
And you will do just fine!
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom
Two roads diverged in a
wood, and I - (Matthew)
I took the one less
traveled by.
And that has made all the
difference.
We love you.
Mom and Dad
P.S. Who is Montaigne??
Jillian Lee Brackett Jennifer L. Brown
The day you were bom Dad and I
knew you were “special.” We are so
proud of you. You deserve the best!
All our Love,
Mom, Dad, Casey, Jesse
xoxoxo
Great job! We* re
so proud of you!
Love,
Dad, Mom, and
Rob
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Cynthia Bryant Gregory M. Camrick
Congratulations on all
your
accomplishments! We
wish you success in
your future, and will
always be there for
you.
Love,
EVERYONE
Erin H. Campbell Helen M.
Greg,
Each individual that you
have grown to know will
be a better person because
of you! Continue to
strive to reach your goals
and become “President”
one day.
Love,
Mom, Bob, and the rest of
the family
Carpenter
Erin,
Congratulations on four great years at
Merrimack. As usual you have exceeded
all of our expectations and amazed us with
all you have accomplished. We love you
with all of our hearts and are so proud of
you. Thank you for who you are and what
you will become.
For Helen Carpenter,
“May the wind always be
at your back and the sun
always be upon your face
and the winds of destiny
to carry you aloft to dance
with the stars.”
With Love,
Your family
Mom and Dad
Jeffrey Capozzi Patrick T. Carroll
Congratulations, Jeff. The best is
yet to come. Continue to enjoy
life as you face new adventures
and reach out for your dreams.
Love always,
Mom, Dad, Chris, and Lisa
Patrick,
For each petal on the
shamrock. This brings a
wish your way. Good
health, good luck, and
happiness, For today and
every day.
Congratulations!
We’re Proud of you!
Mom, Dad, Stephen and
Colleen
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Kasia Clark Patrick Cole
We are so proud of all your
accomplishments! All of our best
wishes for continuing a successful
life. We know you have a bright
future ahead of you.
We love you.
Dad, Mom, and Tina
Christopher A. Cole
Patrick—Congratulations on your
Graduation. We Love you. Michael &
Mary, Michael Paul. Joshua & Aidan. Amy
& Randy. Matt & Melissa, Steven & Lisa,
Cynthia & David. Patrick & Kyle, Kim &
Paul, Wesley & Jeneva, Debbie. Mike &
Emily, Michelle & Tim, Danielle, Chris &
Payton, Chris, Kelly, Mom & Dad
Katherine Connors
Chris Cole:
Congratulations on your graduation from
Merrimack. We know you'll be successful in all
you do. We'll always be there for you as you
build your future. Best wishes to the Regional
Championship Steel Bridge Team. Good Luck at
the Nationals in Colorado.
All of our love.
Mom. Dad and Jenn
Katie,
We love you very much
and are so proud of you
and your many
accomplishments.
Congratulations!
Love. Mom. Dad. Erin,
Sarah, and Allison
Christopher A. Cole Melissa A. Corcoran
Congratulations, Chris Cole, as you
graduate from college. Your hard work has
paid off today. We've seen you grow into a
wonderful young man that we're very
proud of. Best wishes for a lifetime filled
with much happiness and success.
Love,
Nanna, Grammy, and Bumpa
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Sweet Melissa.
It seems like
yesterday we were
taking your picture
for the first day of
Lutheran School.
You've developed into
such a wonderful
person.
Great Success,
Mom. Dad. and Sarah
Patrick Corcoran Amy Cullivan
Patrick,
We hope you’re still as
enthusiastic as that first
day in kindergarten!
Congratulations! We
love you now and
forever!
Mom, Dad, and the other
9!
Congratulations Amy!
We are so proud of
you! You have
brought such love and
joy to our lives.
Mom and Dad
Rebecca C. Cordeiro Michael Cunha
Pride = graduation
Memories = field
hockey #7, dance,
friends.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Ashley,
and Gram
Congratulations Michael!
We love you and are so
proud of all your
accomplishments. May
all your dreams come
true.
Love,
Mom. Dad, Cait and Matt
Allison Corey Nicole P. Cuomo
Ali Corey,
U did it. 2 majors.
Communications & French.
Mom & Dad
Congratulations!
“May all your dreams
come true." We are
all very proud of you!
Love, Mom, Brian,
Nicko, Justin, Robbie,
Brian, Smoo, Bailey
& Jake xxoo
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Christopher R, Cuozzo Derek Davoli
John
“You make me proud
yesterday, today, and
tomorrow.”
“I’m so glad you’re
graduating and coming
home.”
“Chris, you’re the best,
mega sweets.”
Derek,
We are so proud of you
!
Love,
Mom and Dad
We love you.
Dad, Billy, and Mom xox
Curtis Eric Dawson
We are so proud. You
have come a long
way. You have grown
to be a wonderful
young man inside and
out.
With all of our love,
Mom. Dad, and Julie
You've made us so proud!
Love,
Nana & Grandpa
Caitlin M. Daily Eric Dawson
Caitlin,
We are so proud of all
you have
accomplished.
Congratulations and
may all your dreams
come true.
Love,
Mom, Dad. brothers
and sisters
—
Pride, respect,
admiration
Love,
Mom
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Vanessa Dayton Tyler D. DeCost
To My Heartbeat,
Sharing. Listening. Understanding without
words. Growing, but never apart. Creating
memories together. I wish you a lifetime of
joy and happiness. I am so very proud of
you! I love you to infinity and back again
and again.
Mom
“Take pride in how far
you have come, have faith
in how far you can go.”
-Unknown
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Becky and
Martha
Jonathan DeCarlo Erin Dieckman
You have brought us
much joy and pride
with your
achievements and
success every year.
You have all of our
love and always know
how much we care.
Er, we've watched a
determined little girl
grow into a
passionate, creative
young woman. Now
the world is in the
palm of your hands.
Congratulations!
Mom and Dad
Abbv DeCiccio
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Meg
Nicole Donahue
Abby—From the time
you were bom to the
time of your college
graduation—and all
of the time in
between
—
you have
been our pride and
joy-
Nicole, today your
dream becomes a
reality. You will
enhance the lives of so
many children through
your knowledge and
dedication. We are so
proud.
Mom and Dad Love,
Mom, Dad, Ash, Noni
and the boys
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Caroline Edgar Jeremy Fafard
May your dreams
come true.
Love,
Mom and Chad
j
Jeremy,
Looking back from youi
very \" graduation
through Merrimack
College you have alway
,
JH made us very proud.
Thanks for being “our"
son.
Love,
Dad and Kate
Brent M. Elias Christina Farrell
We are proud of you for not giving
up.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Christina,
We know how much yoi '
value your family. So
we're here to say we lov*
you, we're proud of you
and best wishes for a
happy and healthy future
Cheers from the family. L
Love,
Dad. Mom, Jaime, and
Jason
Steven FinocchiaroTanelle Marie Emar
Janelle...Through all
the years of your youth
and continued
education, you have
made us very proud
parents. As you enter a
new phase of your life,
may you continue to
achieve new milestones.
Love,
Mom & Dad
Steven, you kept up honor status
throughout your school years now
including college. That is a great
achievement. Carry that determination to
succeed with you wherever you go and
success will be yours.
Love always,
Mom and Dad
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Alison Fish Christina A. Frazier
Alison,
It has been a joy to watch
you grow from a sweet
little girl to a beautiful
young woman. We are so
proud of you!
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Kerry Fitzgerald
Christy,
Always a joy.
Mom & Dad
Gallo
Looking for the Merrimack grad who comes to
mind every time one of those songs is played on
the radio: Goodnight Irene, Billy Jean, I Just
Called. Baby Don’t Go, True Colors, Like a
Prayer, Ruby Tuesday, Small Town, Independence
Day, Tusk, and Summer Wind.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Meg, Colleen and Dan
Tames Fleuriel Jr.
\ man with a plan will always
succeed, a man with a vision is just
i success away from a dream come
rue. Keep up all the good work.
VVe are very proud of you and your
‘Papa” would have been too.
Congratulations! We're
proud of your
accomplishments. May
you continue to achieve
as a player of the world.
Remember, “Big shots
are only little shots who
keep on shooting."
(Christopher Morley)
Love,
Dad, Mom, Stephen and
Amy
Kara Ann Teresa Gallo
Chapel to Merrimack.
Lunches, notes; cheers and
tears.
Love,
Mom and NK
Love,
Vlom & Dad
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Kara Ann Teresa Gallo Kayla A. Geiger
Kara,
All the love and luek in the world.
Nana & Grandpa Cefalu
Kayla,
As we look over the yean
we realize how blessed w
are to have a daughter lik<
you. We have always
been so proud of you and
love you dearly.
The world is out there
Doe, go for it. Always
follow your dreams.
Love,
Mom and Dad
-
..
Kara Ann Teresa Gallo Courtney E. Gilligan
Kara:
I would like to wish you the best in
the future.
Love,
Dad
Molly Garber Katie
Congratulations Courtne; '
on your graduation from
Merrimack. You have i
made us very proud. Yoi
j
are destined to achieve
great things. The sky is
the limit now! Hip hip.
toot toot, hugga mugga!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Glynn
You’ve always
reached for the stars
and arrived there with
hard work. You're a
true friend and a
loving daughter. Your
family loves you,
we’ll always be there
for you.
congratulations!
Congratulations
Katie! May your
memories of
Merrimack and your
j
friendships, always
bring a smile to your
|
face.
Love,
Mom. Dad. and Kara
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Katielvn Mary Grimes Amy Hamilton
Equipped and
ready to go!
Mom and Dad
Amy,
You were a star as a
dancer, and you’re still a
star today. We know that
you'll succeed in
whatever you do in life.
Love,
Dad, Mom, and Matt
Nicole Gross Elizabeth M. Hauser
Nicole, I am so very proud of
you. Remember to always
relieve in yourself and you will
succeed. I love you.
Vtom
Our love and
pride, always
yours.
Your Family
Christie Lee Guidara Elizabeth A. Hefferan
No one will ever hold the
place in our hearts that
you do... our wish for
you is that each time one
door closes, one will
open. We love you and
have never been more
proud. We will always
be the three C’s. Love
Mom & Sal (Grandpa
and Grandma and all of
the family too).
Liz, Congratulations on your
graduation. We are so proud of
you! Your excellent education and
many accomplishments will last a
lifetime. Cherish your memories
at Merrimack College, and all your
wonderful friends forever. We
love you so much! Mom & Dad,
Katie, Mary, Meghan & Nan
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Sarah D. Itri Erin M. Jacobs
Congratulations Sarah - You
continue to make us so very proud
of you
!
Love,
Mary, Marty, Judy, and Joanie
Congratulations, Erin!
We're so proud of
you! Love, Mom and
Mike
Thanks for making
life so easy. Everyone
is so proud of you.
Congratulations!
Sarah D. Itri
Love. Dad and Max
Aubrey Jordan
Congratulations Sarah Daley Itri.
We are so proud of your wonderful
achievement.
Love,
Ma, Dad, Dennis, and Fuzzy
Aubrey,
We are so proud of all
you have accomplished.
Our wish for you is a life I
filled with success and
happiness.
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom. Dad. Frank and
Whitney J
i
Victoria Izzo Michael fov
Vicki,
We are so proud of
you! May God
always bless you,
your goals, your
dreams, and your
bright future!
All of our love.
Mom. Dad, Danny,
and Timmy
Michael—You have brought us only
happiness and blessings. You are a
rare person in today's world
—
someone with a good heart and soul.
That gives us all hope for the future.
May you share in all the joys this
world has to offer!
With love and pride.
Mom and Dad
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Kimberly Ann Jurczak Kristy A. Kaufman
Kimberly “Sunshine”
Born, crawl, walk, talk,
kindergarten. 8 th grade, high
school, cheerleader, D.A.R.E.,
Reference room. Prom...,
Merrimack, apprehension,
research, psychology,
endurance. Omega, ZTA,
Alternative Break, Philosophy,
retreat, achievements,
commencement!
Congratulations.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Tiffany
Kristy, where did the
four years go? There
is no prouder family
than ours.
Congratulations on
your hard work and
perseverance. We
love you. Mom, Dad,
Kelly, Casey, Adam,
Kyle xxoo
Adam "Juice" Jussaume Siobhan Keenan
Kathryn
Adam,
You’ve made it an
interesting ride! You met
the challenge! We’re so
proud of you. Follow
your future with
ambition, honesty, and
faith.
Congratulations to a
wonderful son!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Eric
You make this world a
better place. Your
caring, respect,
knowledge, and
energy are contagious.
Your positive example
can only be multiplied
by others. Love,
Mom, Dad, and
Brendan
Jussaume Joshua L. Kelly
“Our Katie”
A heart full of love.
Dancing through life
to the beat of joy.
Sparkling with
beauty, grace and
light!
Congratulations!
All of our love,
Your Family
Joshua,
Always remember
you can, and we
will always be with
you.
Love, Mom, Dad,
and Jason
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Michelle A. LaFleurShawn M. Kerr
Congratulations
Shawn! We’re so
proud of you and the
man you've become.
May all your dreams
become a reality.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Michelle,
You'll always be our .
“Sunshine Girl!" We
are so proud of you.
Our love and best
wishes for a
wonderful future.
Mom and Dad,
Allison. Nicole,
Brendan
Maureen Kieran Sean Lawton
We are so proud of
you. Your love and
respect for those less
fortunate makes you
special. You will
always be special in
our hearts.
Love,
We knew you
were going
places. You've
made us proud!
Mom and Dad
Justin M. Laflamme Kristal L. Leclerc
One of the greatest joys of parenthood occurs when
your tiny child takes his first steps; faltering at first,
then becoming increasingly more confident as he
reaches adulthood. We are so proud of your
journey. You have exceeded our hopes and dreams
for you. Hard work, kindness, and honesty have led
to your success in both school and life. You'll
make a great engineer. We love you son.
Congratulations!
To our teacher,
congratulations.
Love MDKR
Mom and Dad
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Justin Leith Sandra L. Lister
Justin, at 9 months you learned you could
climb mountains. Life is filled with
mountains to challenge you, defeat you, and
inspire you. As this next journey begins,
remember that nothing is out of your grasp,
reach for the stars and they will be yours.
Congratulations!
Sandra Lynne, I’ll have to make this short
and from the bottom of my heart: You have
made me the proudest and happiest mother
ever. I know you will do great in your life.
You know what you want and will always
get it.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Congratulations,
Love you much.
Proud Mom
Lynsev M. Legier Lynne Manganiello
We are very proud of your
academic excellence. You are a
fine young woman and will have
great success as you continue your
dream of being an attorney.
Mom, Dad, Ricky
Lynne, Good
luck!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and
Lisa
Jason Liner Crystal M. Manning
Jason—Now your
journey begins.
Enjoy every minute.
We are so proud of all
you’ve accomplished,
and the man that
you’ve become. God
bless you!
Love,
Mom and Dad
To our sweetheart.
You have made life
enjoyable and kept
us young for 22
years. We will
always be there for
you.
Much love,
Gram and Papa
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Justin McManus
Justin:
Remember your academic
achievements, fun times and many
friends you made at Merrimack, as a
stepping stone in life. We’re
extremely proud of you.
Love,
Mum and Dad
Michael R. Mead
Michael, Congratulations! Our pride and
love for you is immeasurable. Your love
and devotion for family and friends has
been a gift to all. We wish you a lifetime of
happiness, success, and many great
adventures.
We love you,
Mom. Dad, Kerri, and Kristin
—
Carey R. McGinlev Andrea M. Merrill
Carey,
Remember the ship you
went out after? You
caught it. You faced
rough waters and
accomplished your goals.
Now climb aboard and
enjoy your voyage in life.
Congratulations!
Dear Andrea,
We love you and we
are very proud of you.
We wish you the best
of everything that life
has to offer.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Mom and Dad
Amanda McGriff Karen Miranda
We are so proud
of you. We knew
you could do it.
All of our love,
Mama, Papa, and
Angela
Karen.
We're so happy that you
not only did well, but you
enjoyed your years at
Merrimack! Good luck
—
reach for the stars—Yada
Yada Yada!!
Love,
Dad. Mom. Johnny and
Leah
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Diana Mitchell Amy M. Morocco
Congratulations
Diana!
We are very proud of
you! Wishing you a
lifetime of health,
happiness, and
success.
Time has passed quickly! We're
very proud of you.
Mom & A1
All of our love.
Dad, Mom, and Sis
Jennifer C. Moore Michael Y. Narbut
Jennie,
As you finish another
chapter in your book of
life, always know how
proud we are to be your
family. The world is
waiting for you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Patrick,
Andrew, Christopher, and
Julia
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We are very proud of
your many, many
talents and
accomplishments.
Congratulations and
continued success.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Nancy,
and Lisa
Nicole Lynn Morgan David W. Nelson
Nikki,
Since the day you
were bom, you’ve
been the constant
sunshine, joy, love
and laughter in our
lives! We are so
proud of you, baby
girl!
Love,
Dad, Mom and Mike
There is a gold mine within you
from which you can extract all the
necessary ingredients. We’re
always here to support you.
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom and Dad
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Christian Ryan Nupp Kaitlvn E. O'Neil
Christian,
Always be all that you can without
compromising who you are. Never let your
spirit be broken and you will continue to
soar. Always “shoot” for those stars!
Congratulations on your graduation! We
love you!
Mom. Dad. Christopher, Carrie, Courtney,
Craig, Caitlin, Colin '02, Candace and Carly
We love you
Kaitlyn! You
make us proud!
Mom, Dad and
Michaela
Marisa O'Brien Erika Anne Paiva
Sean P.
Boo-Boo, Long
way since Miss
Hebert’s class.
Great job!
Erika,
We are very proud of you. Look
ahead to the start of your new
adventure. Good luck and know we
are always here for you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Abbie,
and Brittany
Love,
Mom, Bobby. Ashley, Lindsay, and
Chris
O'Gradv Erika Anne Paiva
Sean,
Your achievements at
Merrimack amazed us,
and we can't wait to see
your imagination and
personality unleashed on
the real world!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Tommy,
Maureen, Susan, and
Rich
Hi Erika,
We are all so very
proud of you! You
overcame a lot!
Congratulations. Best
of luck in the future!
Love always!
Daddy, Vavo, Vava,
and Lisa
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Eric H. Pedersen
We are so proud of
you! We know you
will be successful in
anything you choose
to pursue!
Love you,
Mom, Dad, Stacey,
Kerri, and Maverick
Christopher D. Peterson
Prouder then,
prouder now!
Best of luck in
the future. We
love you.
Mom and Dad
Nicholas S. Perretti Katherine A. Primeau
John
Nicholas,
Congratulations on your
Computer Science
degree! Love, prayers,
and wishes that all your
dreams come true. We
couldn’t be prouder!
With all of our love.
Katherine - Your personal and
academic achievements have far
exceeded our hopes and expectations.
We are so proud of you and happy for
you. “May he who has begun a good
work in you see it to completion.”
Mom and Dad
Perry
Love always,
Mom, Dad, James and Anne
Katie M. Proulx
John, we are so proud
of you. You are such
a great son and
brother. Always be
yourself, it will lead
you to great places.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Beth and
Kate
Katie: We are all so
proud of you. You are
a wonderful daughter,
great sister, and a
loving and caring
person.
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Emily
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Thomas T. Principe III Nicole R. Rogers
T.J.,
We are very proud of
you and all your hard
work and dedication.
Thanks for all the
football memories.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Sarah, and
Stacy
Nicole honey,
You’ve come a long
way. Congratulations
on reaching your
goals. We’re very
proud of you.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Julianne Richard Marco Rosa
Juli,
Congratulations! We
are all so proud of
you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Mike,
John, Brian, Justine,
Marco—Congratulations!! We are
proud of your accomplishments or
and off the ice. Life shrinks and
expands with one’s courage. GO
GET THEM.
With love,
and Alanna Mom, Dad, Fabio, and Demitra
Nicholas I. Richardson Debra A. Russell
Nicholas,
You are our bright and shining
star. Many times blessed; well
prepared for your next
successful steps. God Bless
You.
This is just to let you know how proud we
are of you. You have had many
accomplishments in your life that have madt
us proud. But this is the best one yet. The
first in our family to graduate from college.
i • l
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom and Dad
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Kristen Samos Jessica Ann Shanlev
Congratulations Kristen!
You’ve always set your
goals high. Now you’ve
achieved them. May you
keep reaching for the
stars in your future.
You’ve always been ours.
Dear Jessica,
Congratulations! You have had many great
accomplishments in your life but we think
this is one of your greatest. Words cannot
explain how proud we are of you. We send
our love and best wishes.
Love,
Mom and Dad Love Always,
Mom, Dad, and Kally
Diana Lvn Sclafani Maureen Sharkey
Diana,
Your accomplishments are many and you
are a great success. It is with overwhelming
pride that your family watches you cross
that finish line. You are a shining star and
never forget that you have greatness in you!
May your future be as bright and
beautiful as you are. We love you,
and we are proud of you and your
accomplishments.
Love always,
Mom, Dad, Kate, Melonie, Dan, and Jane
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Ted
Natalia A. Serpa Tiffany S. Simone
Natalia, Congratulations on your
accomplishments. You have made us
so proud and happy. Thank you for the
last 22 years. We love you very much.
You have the best years of your life
ahead of you. Enjoy and be happy.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Rita, Carlos and Victor
Tiffany,
We are so proud of
you! We wish you
happiness and success
in everything you do.
Follow your dreams!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Lindsay
and Joey
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Belinda Silva Erin Slve
Sail on Silva Girl
Sail on by
Your time has come to shine
All your dreams are on their way
See how they shine
It' you need us any time
We’re sailing right behind
Forever your bridge over troubled waters
All of our Love and Pride,
Mom, Dad, and Brandon
Erin,
We are so proud of
you! Embrace life
and always follow
your dreams.
Much love,
Dad and Mom,
Jason & Jill
Nicole Skrzvniarz Kristy Snyder
Dear Nicole,
Congratulations, you did
it! You are a wonderful
young lady and the entire
family is proud. You've
done well, savor your
accomplishment! We
wish you all the best!
With Love and Pride,
Mom, Dad, Michael, and
Dear Kristy,
We want to congratulate your many
accomplishments! You worked very hard an
we are all very proud of you. Remember to
dream and live your life to the fullest! We
wish you much success as you continue on
your journey and the challenges you will
face! We love you very much!
Love,
Mom. Dad. and Daniel xoxoxo
Jill
Kristen A. Slater Stefanie Sordillo
Kristen.
Congratulations on your
accomplishments. We
are very proud of you
!
We wish you all the
success and happiness
in your future.
With love.
Mom. Dad, and Ronnie
Stefanie—We are so very proud
of you and all your
accomplishments. May success
continue to follow you in your
future endeavors.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Nicole, and Kato
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Sara Swanson Mark H. Trombly
Kathryn
Sara,
We are so proud of
the little girl that
you were and the
woman that you
have become.
Love,
Mom and Dad
In four years you have
grown to be a wonderful
man, despite your many
challenges, you have
reached your personal
goals. You have made
us proud.
Love Always,
Mom, Dad. Scott, Katie,
Kelley. Kayla, Todd,
Harold and Tammy
Tarantino Melissa Tvll
Best wishes!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Tom,
and Bo
Congratulations
Melissa!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and
Kyle
Jennifer Traft Kristen Uhlendorf
Felicitations!
Bonne chance!
Love,
Mom and Dad
To my beautiful
daughter. All my
love goes with
you as you start
your next stage of
life.
-Mom
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Christopher Vasta Kristin Sweeney
Kristin,
Always go through life
with your great style,
undaunting spirit, and
beautiful smile! Con-
gratulations on overcom-
ing so many obstacles
these past four years
—
with style!!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Grand-
mother, Lauren, Shan-
non, Maggie, Buster,
Molly, and Tigger
Sean C. Welch Alisa Arakelian
We're so proud
of you ! We
love you!
God has given you a gift. What you do
with it is your gift to God. With all our
love, now and forever.
Mom, Dad, Adam. Jen, Norman, Sheldon,
Val, Carl, Abbey, Katey, Sarah. Julie,
Emily, Nonnie, Papa, Grammy Marsoubai
Granny Ananian, Grandma and Grandpa
Arakelian.
Haven Bonin Wynne
You complete me.
Ursula M. Gromek
PUCKER-UP
WORLD!
SHE AIN’T
MISBEHAVIN’
SHE'S MS.
HAVEN B.
Love,
The Fossils
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Happiness is found
along the path of life...
not at the end. May
you always have a
dream before you. a
friend beside you. and
God within you.
Congratulations!
Love, Mom. Dad,
Violet. Bridget
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Men s Cross Country
Date Meet
9/6 Hayseed Classic
9/20 Bryant College Invitation
9/27 MIT Harrier Classic
10/10 New England
10/25 NE-10 Champion
1 1 /9 NCAA Division
Result
Fourth out of Nin
First out of Sevei
Fifth out of Twelv
35th out of 4'
Fifth out of Thirtee
Fifth out of Sixtee
210( Men’s Cross Country
!Women's Cross Country
HERRIMACI
ierrimac;
MERRIM,
Field Hockey
Field Hockey )2 1
Oppcmen I
FranfeJin Pierce
£t WjU
Stonehlll*
Bryant
at American Int’I.*
at Assi mption* -
St. Jos< ph's gp-SB;
at Southern ConiT*^
C.W. PjosfT /gt
Saint Anselm*
at F^jAlin Pierce*
at/Rt'ynnt* /
a Mas si Lowell *
A. Bentley/
American llnt'l.*
at SrfTut Anselm'
SconMerrimack
0 at Saint Michael's*
2 Assumption*
NE-10 Conference Match
! Game Placed at Southern Connecticut
214/ Field Hockey
'£2 w
^ If]
m/ \\
iMj^ \vSA SiL M
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Field Hockey )2 1
Football
2 16( Football


H I
Merrimack
27
32
16
14
38
23
34
36
13
Opponent
Southern Conn. St.*
Bentley College*
at American Int'l.*
at PAC*
Saint Anselm College*
at StonehiU*
ant College*
W. Post*
*Denotes Conference Game
Score
33
42
13
13
17
0
19
16
16
Football >219)
20( Football

Women's Soccer
223( Women's Soccer
Women's Soccer >223;
•c' A V1
Merrimack Opponent Score
5 Bloomfield! 0
5 St. Thomas Aquinas! 0
1 at #20 St. Rose* 0
5 So. New’ Hampshire* 1
2 at #18 So. Conn St * 1
3 UMass Lowell* 1
4 FpSaint Anselm* 0
1 Saint MichaeJTs*^ 0
5 at Stonehill 1
1 #4 Franklin Pierce 0
5 Southampton 0
2 New Haven 1
2 at Assumptioruj^^ 0
3 at Bentley* 1 4
3 Bryant* 1
8 Nova Southeastern 1
1 Alt' 0
3 at LeMoyne* 0
1 at Pace* 3
1 Bentley# 0
2 Saint RoseS 1
3 Franklin Pierce% 4
0 Saint Rose& 0
* NE-10 Conference Match
! Clarion Classis @ Saint Michael's
# NE-10 Conference Quarterfinals
$ NE-10 Conference Semifinals
°/i NE-10 Conference Finals
^
V-'—
I
& NCAA New England Regional Womens Soccer p2 2^
First Round
HIBBUCir
2G( Women's Soccer



Merrimack Opponent
1 Southampton
Dominican
at Teikvo Pos
at St. Rose* I
American Int’l.*
at #7 Saint An
Stonehill*
at Bfyant*
at St. Mary’s (TX)
#3 Incarnate Word
^it LeMoyne*
at Southern NH*
Franklin Pierce*
Bentley*
at Assumption*
UMass Lowell*
#6 Southern CT*
1 Saint Michael's*
*NE-1() Conference Game
Men's Soccer >231,
Volleyball
1/OLLEYB
Volleyball )83C£
Merrimack
0
2
0
1
2
3
1
Opponent
American International*
UMass Lowell
New York Tech
Bentley
St. Anselm
Saint Rose*
So. New Hamsphire*
3 C.W. Post
1 New Haven
0 Queens College
1
0
1
1
3
3
0
0
0
0
3
3
0 Bryant College*
3 Southern Connecticut*
2 at Saint Anselm*
3 at Saint Michael’s*
0 Bentley*
3 LeMovne College*
3 UMass LoweIl@
3 American Int’l.#
0 Bryant Colleges
*NE-10 Conference Match
@ NE-IO Conference Quarterfinals
# NE-10 Conference Semifinals
S NE-10 Conference Finals
Scot
3
3
3
3
3
0
3
0
3
3
3
3
3
3
0
0
3
3
3
3
1
3
0
3
1
3
:34( Volleyball
Volleyball )23S
Cheerleaders
<!YfCHEERLEADING

239
Hockey
40( Hockey
Hockey >24

HOCKEYMl
Hockey y243
PI cl V/t
cn
.dynamic!
Merrimack
4
1
1
4
0
2
4
0
3
2
1
3
2
3
2
4
1
7
5
3
2
0
3
3
2
jT i
2
1
4
3
4
1
2
3
1
2
Opponent
Sacred Heart Univ.
at New Hampshire*
at Union College
at Northeastern*
Providence College*
at University of Maine*
Rensselaer
UMass*
at Massachusetts*
Boston University*
at Boston University*
at Boston College
Bemidji State
BemidJ State
Quinnipiac
Quinnipiac
Univ. of Maine*
at New Hampshire*
at Prinoeton
at Princeton
Univ. of Maine*
v
(Lowell*
at L
i
>Os^wt'ir
at Brown
ire*
em*
lissadiuSh
[31nn College*
Boston University*
Northeastern*
at Provklenre College*
Provjdetxt? College*
at UMass Lowell*
at University of Maine
at University of Maine
* Deixttes Conference Game
vith m
Vlotorj
jynn Mi
emotorgr
UJCTION CQ.,1
IAL OONTMCTOf
with
; Motor1
Lynn fy
fclofnot u
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Men s Basketball
Men's Basketball

Opponent Score
at Saint Anselm
at American International
at Assumption*
1
UMass Lowell*
at Southern New Hampshire*
Stonehill College
1*
American International*
at Nova Southeastern
at Barry University
at Florida Tech
at Bentley College
at L
at Pace University*
at Stonehill*
Bentley College*
Southern New Hampshire
at UMass Lowell*
Franklin Pierce*
at Franklin Pienr*
e University
Saint
at Soutliem Connecticut
at Bryant*
at Race University
at UMass Lowell''Men's Basketball
Merrimack
99
71
85
84
53
71
70
89
52
66
83
72
90
74
84
84
54
78
87
54
68
59
80
69
79
71
71
81
57

Women s Basketball
Women’s Basketball
52( Women's Basketball



Baseball
56( Baseball

Softball
Record; Win; 35
Loss- 18,258( Softball

Men s Lacrosse

Women s Lacrosse
KMilll

Merrtnuck
Tennis
Women’s Tennis
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Alternative Spring Break 267
268 Alternative Spring Break
Tfajuana, Mexico
Alternative Spring Break 269
270 Light and Hope
Light and Hope 271
cffis
272 Campus Ministry
nfp
Campus Ministry 273
COLLEGI

Third Eye Blind 275
~ This book contains 276 pages, printed on 80# gloss
-The size of the book is 7 3/4 X 10 1/2.
-The cover is a Tru-life High Gloss Litho.
-The cover was designed by Rick Brooks, Creative Arts Manager, Jostens.
-The endsheet is Marigold Color, Contempore Stock with Black 395
Application.
-Most of the photos in this book were taken by Prestige Portraits.
-Clubs and Organizations provided their own pictures.
-Pictures featured in Ads to Grads were provided by the relatives and
friends of the graduating students.
-The pictures for fall, winter, and spring sports were taken by
Michael Narbut.
-The pictures of Freshman Orientation were provided by Student Life.
-Assorted candids were submitted by students.
-Alternative Spring Break pictures were provided by Campus Ministry.
-There were other campus events that were also photographed by
Michael Narbut.
-The pictures of the Christmas Social were provided by Elizabeth
Magliozzi in Alumni Relations.
-Some Onstagers pictures were provided by Kayla Geiger.
-Most of the Faculty pictures were taken by Kevin Salemme.
-Members of the yearbook staff photographed some campus events when
needed.
-Volume 54 of the Merrimackan Yearbook was published by Jostens
Publishing Company at the Winston-Salem, North Carolina Plant.
-Our Jostens Representative, Jeff Smith, has been a tremendous help!
Your time, effort, and energy has been greatly appreciated!
-This yearbook would not have been possible without the dedication of
Andrea Merrill, Adrienne Robbie, Michael Narbut, Christina Silvestro,
Christina Tzovaras, Jen Cain, Janelle Emar, Kristen Uhlendorf, Matt
Korobkin, Kelly Bradley, Katie Hughes and our advisors Kevin Salemme
and Jim Greeley. THANK YOU!
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<- A fatal Staten Island
Ferry crash m
New York harbor
leaves K) dead and
dozens miured after
the pilot loses
consciousness and
slams into the dock
«- NBA star Kobe
Bryant of the Los
Angeles Lakers
is charged with
the sexual assault
of a 19-year-old
Colorado woman
A federal appellate
court orders the
removal of a Ten
Commandments
monument from
the Alabama
Supreme Court
building, citing
violation of the
First Amendment
U.S. Forces capture deposed Iraqi leader
Saddam Hussein in a "spider hole" at a
farm outside his hometown of Tikrit.
-> In October, the Federal
Trade Commission
initiates the National
Do Not Call Registry to
minimize the number
of telemarketing calls
consumers receive.
The economy shows signs of recovery when the
Dow Jones Industrial Average tops 10.000 pointsS for the first time in over 18 months on December 12.
-> President Bush
becomes the first
U.S. president to visit
Iraq when he makes
an unannounced
Thanksgiving visit
with troops
stationed there.
The abduction of
University of North
Dakota student Dru
Sjodin. 22. results in
the arrest of convicted
sex offender Alfonso
Rodriguez Jr., 50.
The worst wildfires in California history claim 22 lives,
destroy more than 3.400 homes and consume
750,000 acres of land.
NewMedia Inc Corbis
On August 14, the largest North American blackout occurs
when three Ohio line failures leave more than 50 million
people in eight states and Canada without power.
Michael Jackson
is arrested on multiple
counts of child abuse
after an accusation
from a 12-year-old boy.
The Center for \
Disease Control
and Prevention
declares obesity an
American epidemic,
with 64 percent
of the population
overweight.
^Action star Arnold
Schwarzenegger
replaces Gray Davis as
governor of California
in a highly publicized
recall election.
MarK J. Terrill AP Wide World Photos
U.S. Army Pfc. Jessica Lynch, a POW of the
war in Iraq, becomes a media sensation after
her rescue by U.S. Forces is aired on the news.
<- Americans rush to receive
vaccinations as the country
is hit hard by a new strand
of the influenza virus.
Scott Peterson stands trial on
murder charges in the slaying
of his pregnant wife, Laci, and
their unborn son.
4s President Bush signs a
controversial bill calling for a
$400 billion Medicare overhaul.
Ben Curtis AP Vr
4 -J
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On May 1, 43 days after the war in Iraq began, President
Bush declares “major combat operations in Iraq have ended.”
As hundreds of thousands of U.S. and British forces remain
to restore peace and deliver aid to Iraqi citizens, more
soldiers are killed in the months after the war than during it.
< A European heat wave
in August claims more
than 19.000 lives
making it one of the
world s deadliest
hot-weather disasters
-» In a dramatic six-day
ordeal, rescue workers
save 44 of 46 Russian
miners trapped in a
water-filled coal mine.
4 Tens of thousands
of Palestinians are
cut off from family
and livelihoods
when Israel builds
a concrete barner
beyond the cease-fire
line in an effort to
curtail Palestinian
terrorist activities.
1111NO SARS
<- The World Health
Organization reports
that severe acute
respiratory syndrome
(SARS) infected more
than 8.000 people in
over 25 countries,
killing 700
f- An Economic
Community of
West African States
peacekeeping coalition
ends 14 years of
fighting between
Liberian rebels and
government forces,
sending tyrant
Charles Taylor
into exile.
Around the world,
“flash mobs"— large
groups of people
recruited by
anonymous organizers
via the Internet—
gather, perform
a wild act and
quickly disperse.
* \*
-> During the summer
of 2003, low-risk
prison inmates help
battle Southern
California’s wildfires
for only $1 an hour.
-» At a St. Louis dog
shelter, Cain, a
one-year-old mutt,
survives tranquilization
and a trip to the gas
chamber and is then
adopted by the animal
shelter owner.
<r Golfer Tom Watson donates
his $1 million Charles Schwab
Cup winnings to fund research
for Lou Gehrig’s disease,
which has stricken his caddie,
Bruce Edwards.
The Food and Drug Administration mandates that nutrition labels
disclose the amount of cholesterol-increasing trans-fatty acids.
In January 2004, the Mars exploration rover Spirit lands
safely and NASA releases the first 3-D images and the
sharpest color photos ever taken of the surface of Mars. f- In October. China
becomes the third
country to travel in
space when the
world's first successful
taikonaut, Yang Liwei,
returns to Earth after
21 hours in orbit.
-> Fast-food patrons can
now get their food
even quicker, thanks to
McDonald's introduction
of self-service
ordering kiosks.
-> FluMist. America's first
intranasal influenza
vaccine, provides
needle-wary patients
with an alternative for
the 2003 flu season.
-» The Food and Drug
Administration bans dietary
supplements containing
ephedra due to health
concerns and warns
consumers not to take
products containing
the stimulant.
Chrtose Suzuki/AP/Wide World Photos
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*r British Airways and
Air France ground the
supersonic Concordes
after 27 years of
service Despite their
speed, the aircraft were
uneconomical to operate
In response to e-mail spam,
the Can-Spam Act requires
e-mail marketers to clearly
label messages as ads and
include an Internet-based
opt-out feature.
Barbara Strnadova/Photo
John McConnico/AP/Wide World Photos
The strongest solar storms to hit the Earth
in 1 1 years cause northern lights to appear
as far south as Texas.
3E
_________
<r In August, Mars orbit brings
it closer to Earth than it has
been in 60,000 years.
<- North American trees
are threatened by Asian
longhorned beetles,
which allegedly arrived
in Chinese wooden
packing material.
-» In June, pet prairie
dogs in Wisconsin,
Illinois and Indiana
infect people with
monkeypox after
being infected by a
giant Gambian rat
while in transit.
Federal workers in
Washington kill a herd
of 449 calves that
include the offspring
of a Holstein infected
with mad cow disease.
I' American scientists discover
the deterioration of the
atmosphere's ozone layer is
slowing. The 1996 worldwide
ban on CFC gases is credited
for the improvement.
<- Keiko, star of the Free Willy
movies, dies of pneumonia
at the age of 27.
<- Celebrities like FOX's
"That 70s Show"
star Ashton Kutcher
make the “trucker
hat" a fashion
must-have.
<- The country goes
low-cart diet
crazy, with dieters
demanding food
products and menu
items with fewer
carbohydrates.
<r Popularized by
music stars like
Busta Rhymes and
J.Lo, track suits are
seen everywhere.
The “Laverne and Shirley” look
becomes fashionable again in the retro
monogram clothing and accessory trend.
Girls get into breakdancing
at events like the Qween B
Breakgirf competition in San
Diego, the country’s biggest
female breakin’ competition.
GfiylodLConVBtm. IM
4/ With the resurgence of
’80s-style rock music,
'80s clothing styles
make a comeback of
The year s hottest
foot fashion is the
Australian-made
ugg boot which
cool heatstays
coldand warm
their own.
Photodisc
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t The pint-sized MINI Cooper, by
Motorwerks, starts a European auto
revolution on U.S. streets.
Drivers find a spacious but expensive ride in the
General Motors Hummer H2. In response to criticism.
GM promises to release a more fuel-efficient version
in the future.
To improve lunch and
vending machine
nutritional values,
the U.S. Department
"t The College Entrance Examination
Board develops a revision of the
SAT that tests for increased
vocabulary and writing skills.
1 <r * — *
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'T In an effort to thwart
counterfeiters, the U.S.
Treasury releases a colorful
new $20 bill, with a
background blend of blue,
peach and green.
<r A new study reveals the Top 1
0
most dangerous U.S. occupations.
Lumberjack tops the list.
p
*- Avon, the world's largest
direct seller of beauty
products, introduces mark
—
a new cosmetic line intended
for teens to sell.
Pixar’s Finding Nemo swims to the top as the
highest-grossing animated movie and top-selling
DVD of all time in the United States.
FTTSTI
OribbmI
Frodo and company complete their epic journey in
The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King,
winner of the Golden Globe for Best Picture. Drama.
’ <- Bill Murray gives a
career performance
A in Lost in Translation
from director
9
and Golden
Globe -winning
screenwriter
Sofia Coppola.
«- Will Ferrell
continues his
comedic success
in the heartwarming
holiday hit Elf.
<r Heartthrobs
Johnny Depp and
Orlando Bloom
make Disney’s
Pirates of the
Canbbean:
The Curse of
the Black Pearl
a swashbuckling
success.
Keira Knightley and
Parminder Nagra
get a kick out of
breaking stereotypes
on and off the soccer
field in the British
comedy Bend It
Like Beckham.
Ptiololesi
The two most
anticipated sequels
of the year, Matrix:
Reloaded and
Matrix: Revolutions
turn out to be major
disappointments
for fans and
critics alike.
il/Everctl Collection
-> Tobey Maguire
rides high in the
successful summer
flick Seabiscuit,
nominated for an
Academy Award
for Best Picture.
4, In February 2004,
CBS airs “Survivor:
All-Stars,” starring past
“Survivor" winners and
contestants.
"T Famous for “Three's Company”
and star of ABC’s “Eight
Simple Rules for Dating My
Teenage Daughter,” actor
John Ritter dies suddenly from
heart failure in September.
“Alias" star Jennifer Garner
earns high viewer ratings for
ABC TV and lights up the big
screen in 13 Going on 30.
The pulse-pounding
CBS hit “The Amazing
Race” wins the
inaugural Emmy
Award for Best
Reality Program.
-> America bids farewell
to the cast of “Friends
after the NBC sitcom’s
10th and final season.
<r Jessica Simpson, star of MTV’s
“Newlyweds" with husband
Nick Lachey, makes entertainment
headlines for mistaking Chicken
of the Sea tuna for chicken.
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4- Hugh Jackman of X2 X-Men
United showcases his singing
ability on Broadway in
The Boy from Oz.
4- Pop diva-turned- author
Madonna releases two children's
books: The English Roses and
Mr. Peabody’s Apples. Her third
book, Yakov and the Seven
Thieves, arrives in late winter.
t On CBS's “Late Show” host David
Letterman, 56, announces the
November birth of his first child,
a baby boy.
<r After the success of his
best-selling fantasy novel Eragon:
Inheritance, author Christopher
Paolini, 19. begins writing the
much-anticipated sequel.
-» Role-playing games
like “Star Wars:
Knights of the Old
Republic” find
mainstream success
on consoles.
-» In December,
Rolling Stones’
legendary lead
singer Mick Jagger,
60, is knighted by
Prince Charles.
In June, Michelle Wie, 13. becomes the youngest winner
of a U.S. Golf Association adult event when she wins
the U.S. Women's Amateur Public Links.
pin*
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<- Despite several
crashes and severe
dehydration. Lance
Armstrong wins his
fifth straight Tour
de France by a mere
62 seconds.
<- Behind the defensive
bnlliance of goalie
Martin Brodeur the
New Jersey Devils
win the 2003 NHL
Stanley Cup by
icing the Anaheim
Mighty Ducks 3-0
in game seven
<- High school
phenomenon
LeBron James. 19.
is picked first in the
2003 NBA Draft
by the Cleveland
Cavaliers and
enjoys instant
success as a pro.
BCS computers fail to invite the nation's No. 1 team.
USC. to the 2004 championship game. The Rose Bowl
champion USC Trojans share the national title with the
Sugar Bowl champion LSU Tigers.
-» Led by MVP pitcher
Josh Beckett, the
Florida Marlins beat the
heavily favored New
York Yankees 2-0 in
game six to win the
100th World Series.
-> Tennis pro Andy
Roddick, 21, also
known as Mandy
Moore's boyfriend,
wins his first grand
slam title at the U.S.
Open in September.
-> In September, Kenya's
Paul Tergat sets the
world record in the
Berlin Marathon,
running the 26.2-mile
course in just 2 hours,
4 minutes, 55 seconds.
’Dave STcnwaryAP/Wide Wcfrld Photos
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Malt A. Brown/NewSport Corbis
-7 The New England
Patriots defeat the
Carolina Panthers
32-29 with a field
goal in the closing
seconds to win
Super Bowl XXXVIII.
It. i
Due to a lack of
revenue, the Women’s
United Soccer
Association gets
the boot after just
three seasons.
ii») Danien 'AP V/jde wond Photos
Champion surfer Bethany Hamilton, 13, loses her arm in a shark
attack. Just 10 weeks later, Hamilton places fifth in her age group
at a National Scholastic Surfing Association meet in January 2004.
<- Matt Kenseth claims the
NASCAR Winston Cup Series
championship, after leading
the standings through a
record 33 races.
St. John’s University coach John
Gagliardi, 77, leads his team to an
undefeated NCAA Division III Football
National Championship while also
setting the NCAA Football record for
coaching victories with 414.
Gary Bogdon WewSport/Corbis
Death-defying tricks and thrills bring the extreme sports
craze to new heights at the January 2004 EXPN Winter
X Games VIII in Aspen, Colorado.
"I" Freddy Adu, 14, becomes the
youngest American pro team
athlete in over 1 00 years when
he signs with D.C. United of
Major League Soccer.
League MVP Tim Duncan and
David Robinson— in his final
game— lead the San Antonio
Spurs to the 2003 NBA title
with a 4-2 series win over
the New Jersey Nets.
[Tom SmarVOes-wei*'
.
-> Teen star Hilary Duff
tops off her successful
movie debut, The
Lizzie McGuire Movie,
with a hit pop album,
Metamorphosis, and
a nationwide tour.
i Printed in USA © Jostens, Inc.
03 0463 ( 1773 )
4- In October,
Mother Teresa
of Calcutta is
beatified by
Pope John
Paul II in Vatican
City. This marks
the final step
before sainthood
in the Roman
Catholic Church.
PI ’ :
America loses three entertainment icons with
the deaths of comedian Bob Hope, actress
Katharine Hepburn and actor Gregory Peck.
-> In his first of a number
of trials in several
states, a Virginia jury
sentences D.C. area
sniper Lee Boyd
Malvo, 18, to life
without parole.
w. UWHM HHI1N U TTDtm$4 3*3
Is The Pentagon releases decks of 55 cards to U.S.
soldiers that feature the most-wanted Iraqi leaders
Dictator Saddam Hussein is the Ace of Spades.
-» After winning 64
career titles, including
14 grand slam events,
and a record six years
ranked No. 1
,
tennis
great Pete Sampras
retires at the U.S.
Open in August.

KATTY ACOSTA • JESSICA ADAMS • AWADH AL-ANAZI • ANTHONY
ALBANO • AUDRA ALEXANDER • BRENDEN ALEXANDER • SHERRI ALLEN
• CHANTAL ALMEDER • JACELYN AMBURN • JAMES ANDERSON • ERIC
ANDERSON • SARAH ANGELL • PETER ANGLE • ALISA ARAKELIAN • JENNIFER
ARUNDALE • JUSTIN ASTOR • VINCENT ATTENASIO, JR. • JENNIFER AUCLAIR • JILLIAN
AUERBACH • AMY AXELROD • SARAH AYLWARD • STEFAN BAENI • NICOLE BAGNI • LAURA
BAJOR • BRAD BALCH • JASON BALL • CARLYN BALYOSIAN • LUIS BARAHONA. JR. • ERIC
BARBOSA • JAMES BARBUTO • JEREMY BARRASSO • COURTNEY BARTNICKI • BRIAN BARTOSEK
DIANA BELLAVANCE • LEAH BENGER •
DAVID BESSETTE • JOANNA BIEDERMAN
BLANCHARD • CHARLES BLANCHARD, JR. <
JOSEPH BOLINO • KIMBERLY BONNER •
BRADBURY • MATTHEW BREDIN • RONALD
• MATTHEW BRODIE • JENNIFER BROWN •
BRUNO • CYNTHIA BRYANT • LISA BRYANT
KATHLEEN BUSA • RUSSELL BYRNE • KRISTIN
• SUSAN CAMPBELL • ERIN CAMPBELL •
CANAVAN • ADAM CAPALBO • JEFFREY
CARNRICK • HELEN CARPENTER • PATRICK
CAVANAUGH • KRISTEN CHAISSON • MARY
CHUTE • SEAN CIAVARRO • DAVID CINNAMON
COLE • DIANA COLLINS • MEGHAN CONDON
CONNOLLY • STEPHEN CONNOR • ERIN
CONOLE • GREGORY CONTINO • SARAH
CORCORAN • REBECCA CORDEIRO • ALLISON
• KATIE CORREIA • KAREN COSTURA •
CREMONE • MICHAEL CROTEAU • JOHN
• GREGORY CUNNINGHAM • NICOLE CUOMO
CURRAN • JOHN CURTIS • CHRISTOPHER
DASSATTI • DEREK DAVOLI • ERIC DAWSON
II • JONATHAN DECARLO • ABIGAIL DECICCIO
MICHAEL DEEB • SALVATORE DELLA GROTTA,
JOHN DEVANEY, JR. • VINCENT DEVOE •
DONAHUE • KRISTEN DONEGAN • JESSE
DOYLE • KATHLEEN DOYLE • RICHARD DREW
DUQUET • KATHRYN DURHAM • ALYSSA
• BRENT ELIAS • JANELLE EMAR • LAURA
• JEREMY FAFARD • AMY FAIGEL • ASHLEIGH
• ANDREA FAZIO • JESSICA FEENER • KATIE
• JAMES FINN • STEVEN FINOCCHIARO •
FLAHERTY • PATRICK FLANAGAN • JAMES
• ROBERT FORMAN • VANESSA FOUNTAIN
LINDSAY FULTON • JOSEPH GALLO • KARA
• JACKIE GATTA • KAYLA GEIGER • MELISSA
• COURTNEY GILLIGAN • MICHELLE GILMAN
GODETTE • MONIKA GOGOLA • SUSAN
• MARCIA GOOKIN • STEVEN GOULD •
GRANGER • BRYAN GREEN • DEMETRA
• MATTHEW GRIMARD • KATELYN GRIMES •
GUERRERO • GISSELLE GUERRERO •
GUIGNO • AMY HAMILTON • LINDSAY HANNON
ELIZABETH HAUSER • STEPHANIE HAYES
PATRICK HEFFERNAN • MEAGAN HEMPEL • DANIEL HESLIN
BRIAN BERGQUIST • ROBERT BERLAN • AMY-JEAN BESSETTE •
• ERIN BIRD • ANTHONY BISSANTI • JENNIFER BLADES • DANIEL
JESSE BLANCHETTE • ZACHARY BLASZAK • JENNIE-ANN BLAZUK •
JEFFREY BOWE • JILLIAN BRACKETT • LAURA
BRIAR, JR. • TODD BRIDGEO • SEAN BRIDGES
JUSTIN BROWN • JENNIFER BRUNO • LINDSAY
• KIMBERLY BUCKLEY • KATE BURGESS •
CAIN • SARA-JEAN CAIRA • STEPHEN CAMERON
JAMES CAMPBELL • ALBERTO CANAS • EMILY
CAPOZZI • DOMINIC CARDINE • GREGORY
CARROLL • MAURA CASSIDY • JOSEPH
CHELLA • SHAUN CHEVALIER • ALEXANDER
• KAISA CLARK • CHRISTOPHER COLE • PATRICK
• ERIN CONLON • ALECIA CONNELL • WILLIAM
CONNORS • KATHERINE CONNORS • KATHRYN
COPPOLA • MELISSA CORCORAN • PATRICK
COREY • KENNETH CORNING • DIANE CORREIA
MICHAEL COTE • KEVIN COUTURE • TARA
CROWLEY • AMY CULLIVAN • MICHAEL CUNHA
• CHRISTOPHER CUOZZO • CHRISTOPHER
CUSCIA • CAITLIN DALY • AMY DASILVA • MEGAN
• VANESSA DAYTON • PERRY DEBENEDETTO
• TYLER DECOST • THOMAS DECOURCY •
JR. • LOUIS DEMARCO • AMY DESROCHE •
ERIN DIECKMAN • BRIAN DOHERTY • NICOLE
DOOLEY • CHRISTINA DOUCETTE • CAITLIN
III • JANEL DUARTE • NEIL DUPRE • STEPHEN
DUVAL • JENNIFER DZIEKAN • CAROLINE EDGAR
ERAMO • NICHOLAS EXARHOS • PATRICE EXILUS
FANG • LAUREN FARLEY • CHRISTINA FARRELL
FERREIRA • STEVEN FERREIRA • NICOLE FESTA
ALISON FISH • KERRY FITZGERALD • PATRICK
FLEURIEL, JR. • JEAN FLYNN • PATRICK FOLEY
• ANDRE FRANCOEUR • CHRISTINA FRAZIER •
GALLO • MOLLY GARBER • JEFFREY GARTSIDE
GEORGE • SARA GIANETTI • JAMES GIARRUSSO
• ROBERT GIUFFRIDA • KATIE GLYNN • BRETT
GOLDBERG • ROBYN GOOD • JESSICA GOODELL
KIRSTEN GOULET • KERRI GRAINGER • LISA
GRENIER • SANDRA GRENIER • CRAIG GRIFFIN
URSULA GROMEK • NICOLE GROSS • EVELYN
CHRISTIE GUIDARA • MEGHAN GUIDRY • KELLY
• RONALD HANSCOM • RAMSEY HASAN •
• JOHN HAZELL • ELIZABETH HEFFERAN •
KATHLEEN HEWSON • WILLIAM HEWSON • KATHRYN HICKEY
SARA HICKS • JULIE HIGGINS • JOHN HINCHION • DANIEL HODGE • PAMELA HOLMAN • JOSEPH HOLTGREFE
RICHARD HOMER • KATIE HORGAN • ELIZABETH HOXIE • JOHN HOYT • RUSSELL HUBBY • COLLEEN HUNTER •
JENNIFER HURLEY • JEFFREY HUTTON • KRISTOPHER IRELAND • TRAVIS IRELAND • SARAH ITRI • VICTORIA
IZZO • KEVIN JACKSON • LINDA JACKSON • ERIN JACOBS • FRANK JAMES • DAVID JAY • CARYN
JOHNSON • RONALD JOHNSON, JR. • AUBREY JORDAN • PETER JOSEPH, JR. • MICHAEL JOY •
KIMBERLY JURCZAK • ADAM JUSSAUME • KATHRYN JUSSAUME • CELINA KALITKA • KRISTY
KAUFMAN • SIOBHAN KEENAN • LAUREN KELLY • MATTHEW KENNEY • SHAWN KERR
• MICHAEL KIDD • MAUREEN KIERAN • JENNIFER KOCZWANSKI • PETER KONTAKOS
• JOSEPH KOZDRA • JUSTIN LAFLAMME • MELANIE LAFLEUR • MICHELLE
LAFLEUR • JOSHUA LANDRY • LISA LARIVIERE • SEAN LAWTON • TROY LAZARO •
ANDREA LEAL • MEGHAN LEARY • KRISTAL LECLERC • DANIELLE LEE • JONATHAN
LEFAVE • KATHLEEN LEGERE • LYNSEY LEGIER • JUSTIN LEITH • BETHANN LENIHAN
• ENRICO LEO • GREGORY LEPKE • MATTHEW LICCKETTO • JASON LINER • SANDRA
LISTER • MARC LOMBARDO • KATHLEEN LONG • JUSTIN LYNCH • MATTHEW LYNCH
• JEROME LYNCH III • TRACEY LYONS • MICHAEL MACNEILL • MARY MACRAE • DONALD
MAGRI • KATHRYN MAHONEY • SEAN MALONE • RICHARD MALONEY • BRADFORD
MANCHESTER • LYNNE MANGANIELLO • CHRISTINA MANGINI • CRYSTAL MANNING •
DANIELLE MANTIA • PAUL MARKS II • KAITLIN MARTEL • MELISSA MARTIN • LAURIE
MATHESON • NATHAN MAUGEL • JEFFREY MCAVOY • FRANCIS MCCALL, JR. • WILLIAM
MCCARTHY III • LAUREN MCCORMACK • GEORGE MCCORMACK IV • MICHAEL MCDONAGH
• PAULINE MCDONAGH • CAREY MCGINLEY • AMANDA MCGRIFF • SEAN MCGUIRE • MICHAEL
MCLEAN • JUSTIN MCMANUS • THOMAS MCQUAID, JR. • MICHAEL MEAD • JOSHUA MECHLER
• ANDREA MERRILL • GEORGE MEZHER • NATHAN MICHAEL • JEDREK MILLETT •
MATTHEW MINGHELLA • KAREN MIRANDA • DIANA
MODICA • MICHELLE MOON • JENNIFER MOORE •
AMY MOROCCO • JASON MOSES • CLAUDIA MOURA
MUCHA • JOHN MULDOON • ADAM MULHEARN •
• ANDREW MURRAY • AMANDA MUZICHUK • NICHOLAS
AMY NESS • KAREN NEUMANN • JOHN NEVILLE
NOLBERTO • LUIS NUNEZ, JR. • CHRISTIAN NUPP •
MARISA O’BRIEN • MAGEN O’CONNOR • BRENDAN
O’KEEFE • ADELE O’LEARY • GARY O’NEIL • KAITLYN
O’NEILL • MEGHAN O’NEILL • MICHELLE O’NEILL •
O’TOOLE • ERIKA PAIVA • LISA PANCIOCCO • APRIL
• SARAH PARADEE • JASON PARADIS • DANIELLE
WILLIAM PARTRIDGE III • MICHAEL PEARSON • ERIC
PEREZ • NICHOLAS PERRETTI • JOHN PERRY •
CHRISTOPHER PETERSON • AMY PHELPS • EUCLIDES
POLCARI • THOMAS POLLANO • JENNIFER POULIOT
PRIMEAU • THOMAS PRINCIPE III • BRADLEY PRITCHARD
PRONOVOST • JASON PROULX • KATIE PROULX •
• CHRISTOPHER RAFUSE • MICHAEL RAMSDEN •
RATHER • CHRISTOPHER REED • CHRISTINE REGAN •
LINDSAY REILLY • BRUCE REYNOLDS • ANDREA
JULIEANNE RICHARD • JENNIFER RICHARDSON •
RIDINGS • EDWARD RIEDEL • KORRAN RIVERS • ALICIA
ROGERS • NICOLE ROGERS • MARCO ROSA • DAVID
MICHELLE ROUTHIER • DEBRA RUSSELL • JAMES
RYALS • JOSEPH RYAN • JOANNA SAJ • STEPHEN SALVATO
MITCHELL • AKIKO MIYAKE • GAETANO
CRAIG MORAN • NICOLE MORGAN •
• MICHAEL MOYNIHAN • MELANIE
CYNTHIA MUNROE • CHERYL MURPHY
NASHAWATY III • DAVID NELSON •
• LEANDRA NICOLO • RODNEY
JENIFER OAKES • AUDREY O’BRIEN •
O’GARA • SEAN O’GRADY • CRYSTAL
O’NEIL • MATTHEW O’NEIL • ERIC
• ADU OPOKU • ERIN O’SHEA • ANNE
PANUNZIO • TIMOTHY PARACHOJUK
PARILLO • CHRISTOPHER PARSONS •
PEDERSEN • JASON PENNEY • DORIS
MELISSA PERRY • GINA PERSON •
PICHARDO • JESSICA PITTA • DAVID
• THOMAS PRENTICE • KATHERINE
• STEPHANIE PRIVITERA • JUSTIN
JAMIE PROVENCAL • JESSICA RABITO
EDDIE RAPOSO • JOHN RAPP • JAMES
ELIZABETH REID • TIMOTHY REIDY •
RHEAUME • JOSEPH RICCI •
NICHOLAS RICHARDSON • MICHELLE
ROBINSON • GREG ROGERS • MOLLY
ROSEBERRY • KATHERINE ROSS •
RUSSO • TOM RUSWICK • JASON
KRISTEN SAMOS • MATTHEW SCAMPORINO •
KRISTAL SCHLESINGER • STEPHANIE SCHMITT • MATTHEW SCHOENER • KELLY SCIALDONE • DIANA SCLAFANI • ALLYSON
SCOTT • MATTHEW SELVITELLA • KAREN SERAFINO • CHRISTOPHER SERINO • NATALIA SERPA • JESSICA SHANLEY •
TIMOTHY SHANNON • MAUREEN SHARKEY • ROBERT SHEA • ALEXANDER SIKATCHEV • BELINDA SILVA • JENNIFER SILVA
• TIFFANY SIMONE • DEBRA SIMONE • CHRISTINA SIRAGUSA • RALPH SIRIGNANO • NICOLE SKRZYNIARZ • KELLY SLACK
• KRISTEN SLATER • KATIE SLUPSKI • ERIN SLYE • ALESHA SMALL • MATTHEW SMART • KRISTY SNYDER • DAVID SOCHA
• JEREMY SOCIA • JEFFREY SOOHOO • CHRISTINE SORDILLO • STEFANIE SORDILLO • STEVEN SORDILLO • PAULA STEED
• JUSTINE STEFFE • KELLY STEVENS • MORGAN STROBACH • JULIE STYGLES • LAUREN SULLIVAN • SCOTT SULLIVAN •
MEGAN SWAIN • MATTHEW SWANDER • SARA SWANSON • KRISTIN SWEENEY • RICHARD SWEENEY IV • JILL SYLVA •
CHRISTINA TAMMARO • KATHRYN TARANTINO • ALYSON TARQUINIO • JEFFREY THEREAULT • JENNIFER TOBEY • REBECCA
TODISCO • NICHOLE TOMACELLI • AMARILYS TORO • JENNIFER TRAFT • MARK TROMBLY • MELISSA TYLL • KRISTEN
UHLENDORF • EKUIKUI VALENTIM • JENNIFER VARNEY • CHRISTOPHER VASTA • HERIBERTO VERAS • ROBERT VIGNEAU III
• TINA VIVEIROS • PANOS VOULGARIS • ERIN VYNORIUS • MATTHEW WAINE • ANDREW WAITKEVICH • PATRICK WALDRON
• TIFFANY WALTERS • ANNIE WANG • MARK WEAVER • SEAN WELCH • EILEEN WELLINS • PATRICK WEST • JOEL
WHITE • JOY WILL • JUSTIN WILLIAMS • LAURA
WINNING • HAVEN WYNNE • KORTNEY
YASENKA • GISELA ANA LUCIA YEPEZ •
KATHERINE YIM • MOHAMMED ZAIDAN •
JAVIER ZAPANTA • BOHDAN ZARYCKYJ • AMY
ZEDIANA • MAURICIO ZENCK MCKAY • ELENI
ZERVAS • HANS ZIMMERN • PAMELA
ZURAKOWSKI • KATTY ACOSTA • JESSICA
ADAMS • AWADH AL-ANAZI • ANTHONY

